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ABSTRACT
The DeArmond mound (40RE12) was initially excavated by WPA
investigator John Alden and crew between February 1940 and March 1941
before being inundated by the Watts Bar dam in January of 1942. The site
included a pyramidal earthen mound with an adjacent village. The mound was
excavated in stratigraphic levels, with cultural material separated by building
stages.
The ceramic collection from this excavation is used in a study of
Mississippian temporal and spatial variation within the eastern Tennessee Valley.
The collection is comprised of 22,826 pottery sherds and an additional 22 partial,
reconstructed, or whole vessels. Morphological and stylistic analyses of these
sherds are combined with mound substructure architecture, and grave
associations to delimit the cultural sequence of the mound. Morphological
attributes were used in an intra-regional comparison of coeval Mississippian sites
from the Chickamauga Basin to elucidate possible spatial variations in ceramic
morphology.
Early Mississippian Hiwassee Island Phase traits characterize the lower
mound levels (H through E), while Dallas Phase cultural traits are found in the
upper levels (C through A). Based on these characteristics, the DeArmond
mound is a multi-component Mississippian site. Intra-regional comparisons with
the Hiwassee Island (40MG31), Hixon (40HA3), and Dallas (40HA1) sites in the
Chickamauga Basin display similarities between the ceramic assemblages.
iv

Differences between the Chickamauga Basin sites and DeArmond are found in
ceramic surface decoration, mound architecture, and grave associations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Around the end of the first millennium AD and lasting for roughly 500
years, complex forms of social organization arose throughout the Eastern
Woodlands. This time of social transformation is known within the southeastern
United States as the Mississippian period. The focus of this thesis is on a
Mississippian occupation in the eastern Tennessee Valley, specifically the
DeArmond mound site (40RE12) in the Watts Bar Reservoir (Figure 1.1). The
ceramic assemblage from the DeArmond site is used to address questions
regarding its chronological placement and relationship to other Mississippian
period sites in eastern Tennessee. The excavated collections from the
DeArmond mound used in this study are curated at the Frank H. McClung
Museum on the campus of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Mississippian societies are consistently typified by nucleated settlements,
a dependence on maize agriculture, the development of shell-tempered
ceramics, some form of social ranking (based on heredity) and an ideology that
connects elites with a religious cosmology (Jeffries 2001; Peebles and Kus 1977;
Scarry 1996; Schroedl 1998; Smith 1986; Steponaitis 1986). Regional
consolidation of disparate communities under the power of an elite class is touted
as one of the hallmarks of Mississippian emergence in the Southeast (Anderson
1996; Beck 2003; Earle 1991). This centralization in power is argued to come
from the control over scarce resources (Anderson 2001; Beck 2003; Knight and
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Figure 1.1. Location of 40RE12 Within Roane County, TN
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Steponaitis 1998) or ideological control by the elite (Pauketat and Emerson
1997).
The presence of flat-topped earthen mounds, often used for elite
residence and burial, is one definitive and highly visible indicator of many large
Mississippian settlements (Cobb 2003; Scarry 1996; Smith 1986; Steponaitis
1986). These platform mound sites typically are interpreted to represent chiefly
capitals in the Southeast (Anderson 1996; Blitz 1999; Beck 2003; Cobb 2003;
Peebles and Kus 1977; Smith 1986; Steponaitis 1978, 1986). Mississippian
settlements are organized by archaeologists into three broad varieties: 1) mound
and village complexes, 2) nucleated villages, and 3) small hamlets or farmsteads
(Steponaitis 1986: 390). These settlements can then be arranged into hierarchies
of political control (Earle 1991; Steponaitis 1978). The pattern of political
authority (apical vs. constituent [Beck 2003] and simple vs. complex [Earle
1991]), the power structure of elites (corporate vs. network [Blanton et al. 1996]),
and how these change over time and through space (fission-fusion [Blitz 1999]
and cycling [Anderson 1996]) constitute some of the variability inherent in
Mississippian social organization.
Before one can address variability in Mississippian chiefdoms, certain
criteria must be met in an artifact study assemblage. First, and most importantly,
a chronological framework for artifact classes must be in place in order to parcel
out discrete changes that take place over time in a region. Secondly, the spatial
distribution of material culture in a region must be understood before one may
3

address how the cultural system evolves over time. David Hally’s (1996) work in
the Georgia Valley and Ridge and adjacent Piedmont areas shows how a refined
chronology and discrete spatial relationships of artifact classes enable testing
possible relationships between sites within a region. Attaining temporal and
spatial control in a region requires a methodology that discriminates change in
artifact classes. Kimball and Baden’s (1985) quantitative analysis of eastern
Tennessee Tellico Reservoir ceramic data was used primarily in assigning
cultural phases to site components and not discriminating variations within these
phases. In the case of Hally (1996), Kimball and Baden (1985) and others (Holley
[1989], King [2001], Knight and Steponaitis [1998], and Mainfort [2003a]),
ceramic artifacts were used as the primary source of temporal and spatial
information. Radiometric dating by itself cannot currently (at a realistic price,
resolution, and available sample) be the sole source of refined information on the
timing and placement of cultural change.
The Great Depression of the 1930s and President Roosevelt’s “New Deal”
plan for economic recovery allowed for the most extensive excavations in the
Tennessee Valley to this day. Initially, the Civil Works Administration (CWA) and,
later, the Works Progress Administration (WPA) were given the task of
investigating prehistoric sites in the Tennessee Valley before construction of
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) dams along its waterways, which would
subsequently inundate these cultural resources (Lyon 1996: 63). Professional
archaeologists employed large crews of local unemployed workers for the
4

purpose of excavating these endangered sites. The WPA/TVA investigators
focused much of their efforts on the most “visible” traces of prehistoric human
occupation, which were the numerous earthen mounds found along the
bottomlands of the Tennessee River and its many tributaries. This bias towards
Mississippian manifestations led to the excavation of a plethora of material
culture relating to late prehistoric occupations in East Tennessee.
University of Tennessee archaeologists Thomas M.N. Lewis and Madeline
Kneberg initially observed three distinct late prehistoric cultural “foci” in the
eastern Tennessee Valley (Table 1.1). Evidence of a transitional Mississippian
complex in the eastern Tennessee Valley was first described by Kneberg (1961)
as the “Roane-Rhea” complex. This complex consisted of a late Woodland shelltempered ceramic tradition that incorporated Mississippian vessel morphological
traits (bowls and globular jars) but not surface decorations. The Roane-Rhea
complex may indicate the “Mississippianization” (Faulkner 1975) of Woodland
cultures in the eastern Tennessee Valley or simply intra-regional variation within
the late Woodland Hamilton complex.
The Mississippian cultural sequence developed by Lewis and Kneberg,
still used in part by archaeologists working today, was based primarily on
excavations from the Chickamauga Basin in southeastern Tennessee (Lewis and
Kneberg 1946; Lewis et al. 1995). The Hiwassee Island phase was believed to
represent the earliest expression of a Mississippian lifeway in East Tennessee.
Settlement traits of this phase (originally defined as a focus) consist of
5

Table 1.1: Early East Tennessee Mississippian Phases a
Period

Phase

Date
Range (AD)

Cherokee

Overhill

1700-1838

Late
Mississippian

Dallas/Mouse Creek

1200-1600

Early
Mississippian

Hiwassee Island

1000-1200

a

from Schroedl et al. (1990: Table 17)

rectangular wall trench structures, flat-top earthen habitation mounds, a
noticeable absence of human burials, and shell-tempered pottery with a high
incidence of loop-handled jars along with bowls, bottles, textile-impressed “salt
pans”, and red-on-buff painted vessels (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 173). Dallas
settlements, which superceded Hiwassee Island occupations, are characterized
by square and rectangular large-log post structures, a continued use of flat-top
habitation mounds, an abundance of burials, and shell-tempered pottery
consisting of jars with strap handles, incised wares, effigy-modeled forms, more
textile-impressed “salt pans”, and filleted-rim bowls and jars (Lewis and Kneberg
1946: 176). Mouse Creek phase settlements, which are now thought to overlap in
time with the Dallas phase, differed slightly in material culture. The main
differences between the two phases were burial practices, structure variations,
6

and frequency of certain ceramic types. Mouse Creek phase settlements buried
their dead in an extended position (opposed to the typically flexed Dallas burials),
built rectangular semi-subterranean houses with attached rectangular open-air
“summer” structures (Sullivan 1987), had no evidence of mound building, and
possessed a ceramic industry that lacked cordmarked and textile-impressed
Dallas wares (Lewis et al. 1995: 21).
Until recent times, the Tellico Reservoir archaeological project in the
1960s and 1970s represented much of the published data from intensive
prehistoric investigation in eastern Tennessee since the work of Lewis and
Kneberg in the 1930s and 1940s. The Tellico excavations greatly expanded
archaeologists’ understanding of the prehistory of the Tennessee Valley.
Excavations at Martin Farm (40MR20) (Schroedl 1985) and Toqua (40MR6)
(Polhemus 1987) have led to a better understanding of emergent and late
Mississippian lifeways, respectively. These sites, along with the Bat Creek site
(40LD24) (Schroedl 1975) and Citico (40MR7) have also yielded information
relating to Mississippian settlements in eastern Tennessee and were the basis
for Kimball and Baden’s (1985) organization of an eastern Tennessee
Mississippian sequence.
Kimball and Baden’s (1985) organization of eastern Tennessee
Mississippian assemblages into a chronological sequence was based primarily
on recovered ceramic sherd data. Mississippian temporal units were statistically
defined by a combination of Tellico and Chickamauga Reservoir site ceramic
7

Table 1.2: Current East Tennessee Mississippian Phases
Period

Phase

Date
Range (AD)

Mississippian IV

Overhill Cherokee

1600-1838

Mississippian III

Dallas/Mouse Creek

1300-1600

Mississippian II

Hiwassee Island

1000-1300

Mississippian I

Martin Farm

900-1000

a

a

from Kimball (1985)

counts and related radiometric dates. Mississippian temporal units I-IV were
defined by the presence of ceramic temper and surface types and assigned
broad temporal ranges from site radiometric dates.
Emergent Mississippian ceramic assemblages (possibly related to
Kneberg’s “Roane-Rhea” complex) were designated as Mississippian I (Martin
Farm, AD 900-1000), with subsequent temporal units Mississippian II (Hiwassee
Island, AD 1000-1300), and Mississippian III (Dallas/Mouse Creek, AD 13001600) (Table 1.2). Each of these cultural phases spatially encompass all of
eastern Tennessee and, excluding Martin Farm, are allocated to temporal ranges
8

between two and three hundred years in duration. This temporal and spatial
resolution is not satisfactory for the study of prehistoric socio-political interactions
at a finer scale. Cultural phases need to be, ideally, defined into shorter time
spans and parceled spatially into definitive areas so that cultural influence may
be more precisely recognized. Examples of such refined chronologies are found
in Alabama (Knight and Steponaitis 1998; Steponaitis 1983), Georgia (Blitz 1999;
Hally 1993, 1996; King 2001), Indiana (Hilgeman 2000), and the American
Bottom (Kelly et al. 1984; Milner 1996; Pauketat 2003). Although such a strict
reduction in the temporal sphere may currently be beyond the scope of this
study, an effort should be made towards this benchmark.
Analysis of a suite of attributes from ceramic materials is considered the
most effective way of discerning temporal and regional variation (Hally 1994;
King 2001; Steponaitis 1983), and can help refine the current broad-scale East
Tennessee Mississippian phases. Cultural phases lasting two to three hundred
years are not effective for investigation of Mississippian political stability and
change (Blitz 1999; Hally 1996; King 2001; Knight and Steponaitis 1998; Milner
1996), economic systems (Beck 2003; Trubitt 2000; Welch 1996), and settlement
patterning (Hally 1994; Pauketat 2003; Steponaitis 1978).
The intention of this thesis is to use ceramic data, along with structure and
burial patterns, from the mound at the DeArmond site (40RE12) in East
Tennessee to better understand ceramic and chronological variation within the
Mississippian sequences in the Upper Tennessee Valley. The purpose of this
9

study is to define an occupational sequence for the mound at the DeArmond site
and, in the process, evaluate the characteristics of Hiwassee Island and Dallas
phase ceramics north of the Chickamauga Basin.
The DeArmond site (40RE12) was situated on the south bank of the
Tennessee River, five miles downstream from Kingston, Tennessee (Figure 1.2)
(Alden 1941a). The site was excavated between February 1940 and March 1941
by WPA investigator John Alden and crew before being inundated by the Watts
Bar dam in January of 1942 (Lyon 1996: 165). Five sites were identified on the
DeArmond property: three burial mounds, one platform mound (excavation unit
3), and an adjacent village (excavation unit 2). The ceramic assemblage from the
unit 3 excavations, totaling 22,826 sherds and an additional 22 partial,
reconstructed, or whole vessels, forms the basis of my analysis. The ceramic
assemblage from the mound excavation at DeArmond was analyzed for the
purposes of: (1) organizing the data as part of a site report; (2) establishing a
chronological sequence for the mound occupation stages; and (3) comparing the
ceramic assemblage with sites farther to the south in the Chickamauga Basin in
an effort to understand intra-regional variation in the Mississippian ceramic
assemblages. The Chickamauga Basin was used in a test of intra-regional
relationships because similar data were collected on ceramic sherds from
Mississippian sites in this area and may be comparable to data collected from the
DeArmond mound site. Future ceramic analyses of Mississippian sites will
certainly expand this dataset, enabling archaeologists to conduct more extensive
10

Figure 1.2. Location of 40RE12 in Watts Bar Reservoir
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studies of Mississippian ceramic variations within the region of eastern
Tennessee.
Chapter 2 evaluates current archaeological knowledge of Mississippian
social organization and how ceramics have contributed to this understanding.
Chapter 3 is an introduction to the DeArmond mound site, how it was originally
excavated, and general features of each construction episode. Chapter 4
describes the ceramics recovered from the mound; and Chapter 5 discusses the
analysis undertaken for this study and some comparisons with similar work from
the Chickamauga Basin. Chapter 6 summarizes the accomplishment of this
study, its conclusions, and suggests some future lines of inquiry.

12

2 CURRENT RESEARCH

The term “Mississippian” is related to the geographic area archaeologists
first considered as the “core area” of the complex form of social organization
observed throughout the late prehistoric Southeast and the area in which shelltempered ceramics were produced (Caldwell 1958; Ford and Willey 1941; Griffin
1952, 1967; Jennings 1968). As more time has been spent studying
Mississippian cultures in the Southeast, archaeologists have come to recognize
the diversity inherent in complex societies (Blitz 1999; Beck 2003; Cobb 2003;
Jeffries 2001; Mainfort 2003a; Smith 1990; Steponaitis 1978). Still, these
societies, or “polities” (Hally 1996), display some common features.
One common feature among complex, pre-state societies in the Southeast
is status differentiation. The power wielded by social elites may have been based
on control of scarce resources such as certain kinds of food or status goods
(Anderson 2001; Beck 2003), or may relate to a religious ideological control
(Pauketat and Emerson 1997). Social inequality is most commonly observed in
the archaeological record through burial patterning (Hatch 1974, 1976; Milner
1984; Peebles and Kus 1977), food resource partitioning (Bogan 1983; Van
Derwarker 1999; Welch 1996; Welch and Scarry 1995), and status-related
ceramics (Blitz 1993; King 2001; Knight and Steponaitis 1998; Pauketat 1997;
Pauketat and Emerson 1991; Steponaitis 1983; Trubitt 2000; Wilson 1999). The
structure of Mississippian polities has been widely discussed in Southeastern
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archaeological studies (Anderson 1994; Beck 2003; Blitz 1999; Steponaitis 1978;
Trubitt 2000). Based on ethnographic accounts of complex societies and the
archaeological correlates (Earle 1977; Peebles and Kus 1977; Steponaitis 1978),
archaeologists have begun to construct typologies for the political structure of
Mississippian settlements. How elite status is sustained and transferred in a
social system, and the resulting stability of such an organization, is one topic that
has been studied by archaeologists in the Southeast and will continue to be
discussed in future investigations.
Chiefdoms have been broadly divided into two levels of complexity,
“simple” and “complex” (Steponaitis 1978). Simple chiefdoms are represented by
one level of administrative control over the local level (Figure 2.1). Complex
chiefdoms are represented by more than one level of administrative control over
the local level (Figure 2.1). Based on these premises, political centers maintained
a level of control over the activities of subordinate centers and hinterland
settlements (Anderson 1994; Beck 2003; Steponaitis 1978). Chiefdom
administration levels may be viewed archaeologically through a hierarchical
arrangement of synchronous occupations at sites in a region (Hally 1993, 1996).
Identifying a similar arrangement of synchronous mound occupations has been
problematic in East Tennessee Mississippian research (Polhemus 1990b: 134).
Polhemus (1990b) notes that East Tennessee has a number of mound centers
that have been identified and excavated, but organizing these sites into a
settlement pattern has not received detailed attention comparable to Hally’s work
14

Individual
Settlement
Administrative
Center
Main
Administrative
Center

Simple Chiefdom

Complex Chiefdom

Figure 2.1. Simple and Complex Chiefdom Models
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in Georgia (1993, 1994, 1996) and Steponaitis in Alabama (1978, 1983; Knight
and Steponaitis 1998).
By recognizing trends in the manufacture and use of status-related
artifacts, economic systems of complex societies may be inferred. The
“corporate” or “network” strategies are two economic forms considered
characteristic of chiefdom-level organizations (Blanton et al. 1996; King 2001;
Trubitt 2000). Corporate strategies emphasize the use and distribution of highstatus goods within the local population. Corporate strategies are viewed as
“group-orienting” behaviors that downplay the social distinctions within the group
(Trubitt 2000: 670). Corporate behavior is manifested archaeologically through
the use of community projects (monumental architecture) and the distribution of
wealth that emphasizes the importance of the group over individuals (little
evidence of hierarchical ordering). Network strategies emphasize sources of
prestige that are exclusively controlled through kin networks or alliances with
outside individuals. This strategy accentuates wealth differences among
individuals in a group (Trubitt 2000: 670). Societies with a network form of status
differentiation are observed archaeologically by a hierarchical arrangement of
private space (households) and wealth (burial treatments). Ceramics have been
used to define these intra-site status differences by looking for patterning in the
size of certain vessel classes (Blitz 1993) as well as the use of “fineware” in ritual
contexts (Wilson 1999).
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Another postulated common feature of Mississippian chiefdoms is the
short-term political stability of polities. Addressing the duration of power in
Mississippian chiefdoms, Anderson (1994, 1996) evaluates long-term “cycling” in
the organization of chiefdoms. Factional competition between elites is viewed by
Anderson (1994) as a primary catalyst in the rise and fall of political centers. Blitz
(1999) counters this argument with his observation that “fission” (splitting) and
“fusion” (melding) processes better describe what is seen archaeologically. The
presence of multiple mound sites in the Southeast “suggest(s) the presence of
multiple constituent groups, each with its emblematic monument of
residential/mortuary function “(Blitz 1999: 583). Over time, the bonds between
these groups at a site fracture, prompting some groups to split off. A caveat for
such a process is the highly variable nature of the use of platform mounds in
Mississippian societies (Knight and Steponatitis 1998; Markin 1997). Relegating
each mound to a different political entity most certainly glosses over this
variation.
The difficulty with identifying the political and economic structures of
Mississippian chiefdoms discussed above is the ability to recognize synchronous
developments at a regional level. To this end, ceramic artifacts may represent
the single most reliable indicator of time and space relationships for prehistoric
polities in East Tennessee. In order to emphasize the importance of ceramics in
the practice of archaeology today, it is essential to first evaluate how this artifact
class has been used in studies in the past and present.
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Early Uses of Ceramics in Archaeological Study
Archaeological studies over the past 70 years in the southeastern United
States have relied upon ceramic vessels and their fragmented remains to
understand cultural change in prehistoric populations (Caldwell 1958; Ford and
Willey 1941; McKern 1939; Webb 1938). Archaeologists involved in the study of
prehistoric culture generally accepted that ceramic artifacts were indicators of
temporal, spatial, and behavioral variables. By studying assemblages of ceramic
artifacts, investigators were able to establish “traditions” and “phases” for ceramic
types (Willey and Phillips 1941). Distinguishing variations between types across
time and space enabled archaeologists to assign defining criteria to associated
cultures (Caldwell 1958; Lewis et al. 1995). In the Eastern Woodlands,
specifically eastern Tennessee, most ceramic types do not have precise
temporal and spatial boundaries at the present time. Distinctions between
eastern Tennessee ceramic phases have been determined on the basis of
presence or absence of established types (Kimball and Baden 1985; Reed 1987)
and morphological classes (Schroedl et al. 1985; Reed 1987). As one of the
problems addressed in this thesis, ceramic materials from the DeArmond site
(40RE12) are used to establish more definitive distinctions between two eastern
Tennessee cultural phases, Hiwassee Island and Dallas. These cultural phases
were initially recognized during early excavations in the Tennessee Valley.
Large-scale excavations conducted by the Civil Works Administration
(CWA) and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in the 1930s and early
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1940s and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in the 1970s greatly facilitated
archaeologists understanding of previously unrecognized cultures in the
Tennessee Valley. The CWA/WPA and TVA excavations defined cultural phases
that persist to this day, in part because there was an emphasis on establishing a
culture history. A culture-historical approach is useful for delineating phases
(spatially) and traditions (temporally), but does not address the variable nature of
prehistoric social and environmental influences [see Gibson (1993)]. Early
culture-historical views of ceramic traditions were influenced by the idea that
diffusion and migration within the Eastern Woodlands explained a majority of the
observed changes in material culture (Caldwell 1958; Ford and Willey 1941;
Griffin 1952, 1967). Archaeologists at this time concluded that change could be
explained by the migration of new peoples into an area, usually at the expense of
the previous inhabitants (Caldwell 1958; Lewis and Kneberg 1946), or by the
introduction of new technologies from outsiders (Griffin 1952; Linton 1944).
Although archaeologists later discounted many of the diffusion and migration
interpretations made by early culture-historians, culture-history as a practice has
not gone out of favor in modern archaeological theory. There remains a need to
understand the occupational sequence of sites at local and regional scales.
Oftentimes the sequence can be established through intensive radiometric dating
at sites (e.g., Cobb and Butler 2002), or by a seriation of temporally sensitive
ceramic types (Hally 1993, 1994; Hilgeman 2000; Holley 1989; Steponaitis 1983;
Wesler 1991; Williams and Shapiro 1996).
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Recent Ceramic Studies
Recent literature has been concerned with establishing, or evaluating,
regional chronologies and boundaries of ceramic traditions. Work along these
lines has expanded archaeologists’ understanding of the great diversity inherent
in the Southeast. Scholarship has shown that a well-developed chronology
allows for more direct questions to be raised and tested, such as settlement
patterning (Hilgeman 2000; Pauketat 1989, 1991, 2003; Sullivan 1987, 1989),
political boundaries (Hally 1993, 1994, 1996a; Williams and Shapiro 1996),
mound construction and use spans (Hally 1996b; Blitz and Livingood 2004) and
the evolution of chiefdoms (Anderson 1994; Blitz 1999).
The late prehistoric Lamar culture (AD 1400-1600) of northern Georgia is
one example in the Eastern Woodlands where intensive study has led to a better
understanding of prehistoric population dynamics. David Hally’s (1994) treatment
of northern Georgia Mississippian cultures demonstrates the value of welldefined cultural markers. Based primarily on variations in ceramic type frequency
and morphology, Hally organized the Lamar period into three sub-periods (Early,
Middle and Late), with the Early and Middle periods each spanning 100 years.
Because Lamar culture occupied such a large landscape, Hally was able to
identify a number of spatially distinct ceramic phases for each sub-period of
Lamar. Based solely on ceramic data, Hally (1994: 150) was not able to conclude
whether the phases were actually “stylistically discrete” or simply arbitrary
divisions imposed on a continuum of variation.
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When sites are parceled into manageable time units, such as 75 to 100
years, the intra-site occupation timelines can be reliably established. Hally (1993,
1994,1996) has used this discrete temporal data from Mississippian mound sites
throughout northern Georgia to evaluate basic definitions of Mississippian
political structure. Hally (1993) analyzed the spatial patterning of
contemporaneous mound sites to determine chiefdom polity size.
Contemporaneous mound sites displayed a bimodal distribution at 18 km and at
32 km. Sites within 18 km of each other were considered part of a single political
unit, while sites that were separated by more than 32 km were considered to be
from two different political units, or polities (Hally 1993: 164). Grouping coeval
mound sites that likely adhered to a single political unit would identify possible
chiefdoms. An organization of this kind would enable archaeologists to evaluate
the economic and political manifestations of these units on a sub-regional scale.
Hally (1996) also has focused attention on the internal dynamics of
Mississippian political stability and the relation to mound construction episodes.
Temporal data from northern Georgia mound sites, derived from a refined
ceramic chronology and radiometric dating, were used to determine the duration
of individual mound stages. In most cases, the building of a new mound stage
was an infrequent phenomenon, but one of great significance to prehistoric
cultures in the Southeast. One possibility for new mound building episodes may
be a change in the local politics, usually through the death of a leader or
conquest by a rival (Anderson 1994: 69; Hally 1996: 95). The duration of
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individual mound stages was estimated by dividing the total time a mound was
occupied by the number of major construction stages in the mound (Hally 1996:
110). A range of 15 to 25 years per construction stage is estimated for northern
Georgia sites. Based on the life expectancy of individuals in the Southeast during
late prehistoric times (Parham 1987: Figure 7.4) and the amount of factional
competition between rival polities (Anderson 1994b; Brumfiel 1994), figures of
this magnitude correspond closely to the possible duration of individual chiefly
control (Hally 1996: 95).
It has been argued that sites with more than one mound represent the
center of a complex chiefdom, with nearby single mound sites as administrative
districts of the polity (Anderson 1994; Steponaitis 1978; Wright 1984). Polhemus
(1987, 1990) has similarly proposed a structure for Dallas phase sites in the
eastern Tennessee Valley. His five-tier settlement hierarchy relates levels of
interaction to political complexity (in increasing complexity: households, kin
groups, towns, town aggregates and culture areas). The size of individual mound
and village sites is important for interpreting the level of socio-political complexity
in an area. Multiple mound centers are not addressed in this system, but are
assumed to be more complex centers than other “town” sites (Polhemus 1990:
136).
In cases where no site within a polity is of greater size than its peers, the
polity may not have been a complex chiefdom, but rather a series of occupied
sites that represent short-term breaks in chiefly lineages (Hally 1993: 160). Such
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breaks in leadership would imply movements to new administrative centers
(Anderson 1994: 74; Hally 1996: 115). Breaks of this sort in the occupation of
mounds are interpreted as episodes of factional competition (Anderson 1994).
This form of competition involves individual elites vying for solidarity within their
own polity while uniting against an outside “enemy.” This form of conflict is
referred to as “sum zero” because one group can win only at the expense of
another. If a chronology could be sufficiently refined, maybe to the duration of a
human lifetime, these varieties in the cyclical occupation of mound centers may
be observable.
Blitz and Livingood’s (2004) assessment of mound size in southeastern
Mississippian sites may provide archaeologists with a method of determining the
duration of mound occupations. From a sample of 35 platform mound sites
throughout the Southeast, Blitz and Livingood (2004) concluded, “between 10
and 40 percent of the variation in mound volume can be explained by duration
alone (299).” If this correlation between mound volume [as measured in an index
of mound volume (basal length x basal width x height / 1000)] and duration could
be applied to individual construction stages, one would be able to get a very clear
picture of the duration of mound stages. A problem with this method is that the
formula used by Blitz and Livingood (2004) does not sufficiently estimate mound
volume for typical Mississippian mound shape. Mississippian mounds typically
are defined as pyramidal in form and not rectangular as the current formula
assumes. Use of the Blitz and Livingood (2004) method of determining mound
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volume in this thesis is modified to include basal and summit length and width. In
combination with Hally’s (1996) assessment of mound stage duration discussed
earlier, one could use volume to effectively estimate the duration of individual
mound stages.
Before one can start to evaluate the dynamics of prehistoric society and
politics, a detailed understanding of the local chronology is necessary (Hally
1993, 1994, 1996; King 2001; Knight and Steponaitis 1998). As mentioned
earlier, we have not yet refined our Mississippian chronological sequence for the
eastern Tennessee area (see Kimball 1985). For eastern Tennessee, the
process must begin with defining artifact variations in time and space. In order to
define spatial order for ceramic artifacts, it is important to recognize synchronous
differences between assemblages within a region.
Modern statistical analyses have allowed archaeologists to impose
boundaries on ceramic assemblages that may then be defined as material
culture phases. In some instances, statistics are used to evaluate the
effectiveness of extant ceramic phases (Kimball and Baden 1985; Mainfort
2003a, 2003b). Kimball and Baden (1985) used statistical analyses to assign
Mississippian site assemblages to cultural phases based on ceramic sherd
frequencies. Principal component cluster analyses were conducted on each site
assemblage in the study. Significant ceramic identifiers for each cluster were
defined and aligned to an existing cultural phase. The assigned cultural phase
clusters were evaluated with a discriminant analysis, most of which were
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significant. The analyses led to a quantitative organization of Mississippian
ceramic sherds tied to established cultural phases and radiometric date ranges.
Refining Kimball and Baden’s (1985) chronology through variation within and
between cultural phases forms the basis of this thesis.
Elsewhere in the Southeast, archaeologists have been conducting similar
studies of extant cultural phase designations. Mainfort’s (2003a, 2003b) recent
re-analysis of late prehistoric ceramic types from the Central Mississippi Valley
elucidates the necessity for well-tested and defined ceramic phases. Mainfort
(2003a) focused on rim attribute data, instead of existing types, to examine
variation between late period assemblages. One way of accomplishing this
differentiation is to isolate one or more attributes found in a spatial continuum of
variation within a geographic range. For ceramic types from the Central
Mississippi Valley, a discriminant analysis and canonical scoring of rim attribute
occurrences from a number of sites found that original phase assignments,
based on ceramic type frequencies, were not supported by rim attribute data
(Mainfort 2003a: Figure 10).
Mainfort (2003b) also used ordination statistics to address the validity of
the Phillips (1970) phase designations. The phases did not order into clear
groups (Mainfort 2003b: Figure 3), which indicate that Phillips’ original phase
designations do not properly isolate variations by means of ceramic type
frequencies. The typology he used was masking much of the variation between
sites. Utilizing an attribute-based classification, Mainfort (2003a) was able to
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obtain more objectified ceramic categories that showed variation more clearly
than the traditional types. Although Mainfort (2003a, 2003b) points out the
discrepancy between types and phases, he does not offer any insights into how
Central Mississippi Valley phases should be organized. For a proper organization
of phases, one must find spatially distinctive ceramic traits that make each phase
different. If attributes are not spatially distinct, as the above study found, then it
might be advisable to evaluate whether some phases should either be redefined
or assimilated into similar phases.
Site Studies
Distinguishing ceramic phases and traditions in a region may be
comparable to investigations within a site. Ceramic studies have been used to
discriminate site occupation localities in time and space, much like defining a
ceramic phase in a region. A refined chronology is important in studies at the site
level for being able to distinguish changes in site structure through time.
Sherri Hilgeman’s (2000) analysis of the Mississippian period Angel
ceramic collection is a good example of a recent compilation of ceramic data
from a single locality, used to define site chronology and a regional comparison.
Hilgeman developed a number of methods that were used to seriate the
assemblage from the Angel site in southern Indiana. Jar handle types, long
recognized to be temporally sensitive (Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951: 152), were
categorized by a closed-handle thickness to width ratio (Hilgeman 2000: 212).
Three categories were defined based on divisions in handle ratios: strap,
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intermediate and loop. Loop handles occurred during the earliest occupation at
Angel (from AD 1100-1200), intermediate handles emerged during the Angel 2
phase (AD 1200-1325), with strap handles occurring in Angel 3 deposits (AD
1325-1450) (Hilgeman 2000: 215). Metric techniques such as Hilgeman’s handle
ratio are useful for assigning morphological attributes into distinct classes.
George Holley (1989) further developed definitions of ceramic temporal
trends in his analysis of the ICT-II Tract assemblage from the Cahokia site.
Holley used a metric technique, referred to as Rim Protrusion Ratio (RPR), to
differentiate temporal sequences in jar rim morphology for the Early
Mississippian occupation. Observed attributes of jar rims showed a progression
from a “weakly protruding rim, to a pronounced rim,” which could be objectified
with a ratio measure (Holley 1989: 21). Holley (1989: 21) defined RPR as a
“measure [of] actual rim protrusion, that is protrusion beyond the plane of the
exterior wall.” The method essentially provides an estimate of rim modification
through a ratio estimate (wall thickness / rim width). For example, a jar with a rim
width of 7.5 mm and a wall thickness of 6.5 mm would have an RPR of 0.87. As
an RPR value approaches 1.0, the rim of the vessel is considered direct. With a
smaller RPR value, such as 0.5, the rim is considered twice as thick as the wall.
Although the RPR data were not conclusive in Holley’s (1989: 262)
seriation of features, the method did verify gradual changes in jar rim thickness
through time. Holley (1989: 25) compared RPR mean values from features to
known ceramic traits at Cahokia (such as surface treatment, rim shape, and
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temper) to verify trends expressed by the RPR data. Three temporal units, early,
middle, and late, were tentatively established based on the known ceramic
attributes and the RPR feature mean values. The early unit was established by a
clear break in RPR mean values and temper type, but the middle and late units
were more difficult to define, tending to overlap in RPR value means and known
decorative treatments. A single attribute, in this instance rim protrusion, clearly
was not sufficient to delineate ceramic phases within a site. Combinations of
attributes (RPR, decoration, and temper) allowed for greater resolution in this
case.
The role of behavior is important in understanding intra-site activities and
the differential status evident in most Mississippian societies. Studies that
investigate mound ceramic assemblages are relevant here because ceramics
from the DeArmond mound were analyzed while the village component was
omitted. Trends expressed in mound ceramic assemblages are used in this study
to identify occupation sequences and activities that may be related to status
differentiation in the mound sample.
Investigations at the Lubbub Creek site in western Alabama were used by
Blitz (1993) to provide evidence for differential feasting and storage practices
between mound and village contexts. Blitz used ceramic evidence because it is
directly related to feasting and storage behavior. Vessel morphological classes
and decorative types were expected to be different between elite and non-elite
contexts if there were any such social distinctions at a site. Blitz used coarse and
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fine ceramic paste categories to distinguish between cooking and service wares,
respectively. He also included vessel size as another variable related to activities
at the site. Domestic contexts were assumed to have greater vessel size diversity
because such activities required many different kinds of cooking vessels. Blitz
reasoned that specialized contexts would have a lower measure of diversity in
cooking vessel sizes because areas where activities occurred would have an
emphasis on feasting activities and not food preparation. Blitz found that mound
contexts contained an over-representation of large bowls and jars when
compared to the village assemblage. This finding is consistent with large feasts
occurring on the mound and more individualized cooking and service activities in
the village. Blitz’s study shows that surface treatment and vessel morphological
classes do not always translate into distinctions between social classes.
Sometimes a simple attribute, such as vessel size, will provide a more elegant
interpretation.
Sometimes it is not always possible financially or desirable legally, to
completely excavate a Mississippian mound. With this situation well in mind,
Smith and Williams (1994) suggest a unique pattern of mound refuse disposal
prevalent during the Mississippian period throughout the Southeast. They found
that at mound sites along the Oconee River in northeast Georgia, significant
accumulations of refuse, consisting of dense ceramic, faunal, and floral remains,
were dumped in areas on the northeast side of the domiciliary mound, usually the
largest, at a multiple mound site. Although this pattern was found in most Lamar
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culture (AD 1350-1800) mound sites in Georgia, Smith and Williams (1994)
report similar dumping activities at Moundville and Lubbub Creek in Alabama and
Toqua in East Tennessee. The placement of refuse deposits at the base of
mounds changed outside of the Lamar culture area. However, certain areas at
the base of these mounds had significant episodes of refuse deposition.
Although a behavioral explanation is not readily available for this
phenomenon, the fact that discrete dumping events took place in these areas is
beneficial to archaeologists who investigate mound occupations in the Southeast.
Future excavation at mound sites in the Southeast may take advantage of these
observed behaviors because testing on the periphery of mound slopes may
uncover dumping areas. Then, a focused excavation on the flank of a mound
where the dump was located would provide much more data on the subsistence
and status of mound residents than excavating an entire summit. Full excavation
of mounds usually is no longer a realistic practice in southeastern archaeological
investigations. The alternative would be to find an area that has consistently
stratified mound deposits that can be excavated. In the case of the DeArmond
mound, where summit artifact accumulations were insignificant, the identification
of summit dumping areas can expand the amount of ceramic data applicable to
mound occupations (see Chapter 3).
Mississippian Households
Richard Polhemus (1985, 1987) has developed archaeologists’
understanding of late Mississippian architecture in the eastern Tennessee Valley
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region. Polhemus (1985) distinguished between Hiwassee Island and Dallas
phase architecture based on structure size, shape, material, and use of space.
This has enabled archaeologists in the region to assess the temporal affinity of
Mississippian sites. The architectural data was derived from excavations at
Toqua (40MR6) in the Tellico Reservoir. Structure varieties at this site are found
at many other Mississippian sites in eastern Tennessee, which enables intraregional comparisons to be made at the “household” level.
Pauketat’s (1989) study of ceramic vessel use life has been beneficial for
quantifying the duration of individual households. Based in part on ethnographic
cases and house abandonment behavior, he determined ceramic vessel use-life
for households along the hinterlands of Cahokia. Pauketat discussed some
differences between ceramic refuse recovered archaeologically from a rapidly
abandoned house and a house that was gradually abandoned. Differences may
also be seen if a return to the household was, or was not, intended. The quantity
of broken vessels (determined from the number of potsherds) and the presence
of functional vessels left behind in refuse are determining factors in household
occupation time spans and the method of abandonment, respectively. The
household abandonment practices observed by Pauketat could help explain
variability inherent in ceramic refuse from summit structures. As long as
radiometric dating errors are in the 100 to 150 year range, there will remain the
need to relatively date ceramic assemblages. Data from studies such as
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Pauketat’s can provide researchers with a means of approximating occupation
durations for structures, from village and/or mound contexts.
Summary
The ceramic studies reviewed above vary in several ways, such as the
scale of analysis, the theoretical perspective used to interpret observed
phenomena, the importance of artifacts in an investigation, or the formulation of
“derived characteristics” for artifacts through statistical or stylistic analysis. Each
study relies on pottery as the basic data set for interpretation of the
archaeological record. The ceramic assemblage from the DeArmond mound is
used in this study to construct an occupation sequence that can then be
compared to the history of Mississippian mound sites in the region. Besides
constructing the mound occupation sequence, a goal of this study is to use
ceramic evidence to interpret some of the political and economic activities that
may have transpired at the DeArmond mound during the Mississippian period. It
is possible to use ceramic data from mound burial, household, and refuse
accumulations to interpret the social and economic dimensions of the DeArmond
mound site.
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3 THE WPA EXCAVATION
An initial archaeological survey of the adjoining DeArmond and Detheridge
farms in Roane County in July 1939 identified three small burial mounds and a
domiciliary mound with an adjacent village. WPA investigators John Alden and
Wendell C. Walker conducted excavations, beginning in the spring of 1940 and
lasting until the spring of 1941, on the domiciliary mound (excavation unit 3) and
the adjacent village site to the south and east of the mound (excavation unit 2)
(Figure 3.1).
Excavation Procedure
A grid system, laid out on magnetic north, was established at the
southeast corner of the unit 3 mound for both the mound and village excavations
(Figure 3.2). Preliminary test trenches were dug into the mound from the north,
south, east and west based on the grid layout. This method established a
stratigraphic profile of the mound. Alden (1941a: 4) makes a note that “the center
of the mound shifted toward the southwest as it grew. The greatest movement of
the mound center was in the last two construction [stages], both of which had
very complex sideslopes when viewed only from a profile trench.” The test
trenches served as an aid in excavation by extending the forward facing edge up
the easily distinguishable construction stage sideslopes to the summit.
Afterwards, the stages could be expeditiously stripped down from all four
directions at once. The excavation of structures followed a similar plan. Trenches
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Figure 3.1. Site 40RE12 on DeArmond Property
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Figure 3.2. Mound Excavation Boundary and Grid Layout
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were dug across the floor, after being fully recorded, in order to distinguish
additional house patterns underneath.
Artifact proveniences were, in most cases, grouped by construction stage
(A, B, C, etc,) and soil deposition type within each stage (sideslope, fill, or
summit). Alden defined each stage based on the accumulation history of its soils
and the artifacts found within the soils (Alden 1941a: 2).
Summit soils were considered occupational surfaces of a mound stage
and a surface on which structures were built. Artifacts from a summit were
recovered below the fill of the next higher stage and above the fill of the stage
under investigation (Figure 3.3). Fill soils consisted of the material used to
construct each stage and lay directly below the summit soil. This material
continued to the top of the next building stage, and so on (Figure 3.3). Sideslope
soils were designated as areas outside of, and around, fill soils of each stage
(Figure 3.3). Artifacts recovered from these contexts were subject to different
depositional histories, and thus had to be treated differently in an analysis.

Figure 3.3. Mound Deposition Types
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Summit deposits are the most reliable indicators of the actual refuse of an
occupational stage. Artifacts from these contexts are ideal for reconstructing the
occupational history of mound stages, but the relative paucity of sherds
recovered from summit contexts limits the possibility of focusing solely on these
proveniences for analysis. Fill deposits are problematic because of the
ambiguous nature of their deposition in the mound. The mound builders typically
collected fill for a mound construction stage from areas near the mound. In the
case of DeArmond, the adjacent village area extended to the north, east, and
south of the mound. The use of fill from the village area for mound construction
stages implies that mound fills will include village debris from the time of
construction as well as deposits from earlier village occupations. This situation is
exemplified by the fact that Late Woodland limestone-tempered sherds were
found in every stage of the mound.
Sideslope deposits generally have more ambiguity than fill deposits.
Sideslopes on a pyramidal mound occur at the edge of mound construction
stages and are therefore subject to slumping and wash events over extended
periods of time. These events cause artifacts from different sideslopes to mix,
depending on the soil consistency of the sideslope and whether or not it was
sealed by subsequent building stages. Alden (1941a) notes in his preliminary
field report that some building stages had sideslopes that were capped by other
soil levels, thus preventing mixing, and should be considered more reliable than
other, mixed sideslopes.
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The WPA crew did not categorize all artifacts by construction stage and
soil type; some were, for instance, collected into an ambiguous “dump”
provenience. Field Specimen 1257 was assigned to sherds that showed good
examples of decoration and morphology. Field Specimen 1258 was specified for
good examples of painted sherds from the mound. It is not evident from which
stage the 1257 and 1258 dump collections originated.
One issue encountered during the analysis of the DeArmond ceramic
assemblage was the lack of provenience inscribed on many of the sherds. All
sherds were designated with the original site number (3RE12) and a general
provenience unit (such as “Stage E Summit”), but many lacked more specific
spatial information (such as a field specimen number, square number, or datum
depth). This situation made it impossible to correlate the sherds analyzed with
the sherd counts that were originally tabulated by the WPA investigators. Sherd
tabulation sheets made by the WPA lab have specific proveniences for some
sherds recovered from the excavations (including square number and datum
depth). However, there was a change in excavation procedure shortly into the
project.
Some of the pottery and animal bone from the upper [construction
stages] was collected by squares, but this system was soon
changed to making collection by zones, only. That is, instead of
taking up pottery from the Fill, Square 49R1, it was all gathered
together and put in a bag marked “Fill”, “Sideslope”, or by other
appropriate label (Alden 1941a: 10).
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This shift in procedure caused much of the excavated material to be
lumped into general provenience categories, but this practice did not apply to all
excavated materials. Any painted sherds (Red Film or Red-on-Buff) found in-situ
were “shot in” with surveying instruments and assigned a field specimen (F.S.)
number (Alden 1941a: 10). This procedure was used for some of the painted
wares for the original sherd tabulation sheet but, again, the sherds themselves
do not have any field specimen numbers written on them. A majority of the
painted sherds have the square number from which they were recovered
inscribed, allowing for some spatial control of this sample.
Mound Building Stages
The mound excavation uncovered six occupational levels (Figure 3.4),
which differed slightly from the nine building stages initially observed. The
building stages were identified as the WPA excavators dug into the mound. Each
building stage was given a letter designation, starting with A for the last
(uppermost) level of the mound. Upon further investigation, the excavators
realized that some building stages were contemporaneous. In these cases,
contemporaneous building stages were combined into one occupation level for
my analysis. As mentioned earlier, cultural material recovered from each building
stage was designated by the mode of deposition within the mound. The following
descriptions are a synopsis of John Alden’s (1941a: 6-9) original field report,
which describes each building stage, soil deposition type, and the status of
related cultural material:
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Figure 3.4. Profile of 40RE12 Unit 3 Mound
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Stage A Sideslope

The most recent addition to the mound on the south

side and is likely a part of Stage B.
Stage B Summit

The occupation floors of Features 1, 2, and 7 defined

this summit and should be a primary context.
Stage B Fill

Considered as a stable context for recovered artifacts,

but this evaluation is still problematic because of artifact inclusions from the area
mined for fill.
Stage B Sideslope

A stratified deposit, consolidated into one

provenience, which should represent a mix of material from the entire site.
Stage B Clay West Side

Represents a “natural formation” at the foot of the

mound on the west side and likely a mix of cultural material.
Stage C

Considered to be a sideslope addition to Stage D and

contains no summit material. The compactness of the soil suggests this band
was deposited as a single fill episode and should not be mixed with other levels.
Stage D Summit

A thin deposit not well separated from overlying Stage

B fills and not considered to be reliable as a primary context.
Stage D Fill

A well-separated level but with intrusions that were

not separated and, thus, may be mixed with Stage B.
Stage D Sideslope

Mainly occurring on the west half of the level and

probably mixed with other levels; not reliable as a primary context.
Stage E Summit

Actually not really “summit” material but rather the

area mixed with the burned roof of Feature 16 on the summit of this stage.
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Floor of Feature 16

Considered to be the actual summit material of Stage

E. It was gathered from between the burned roof and the prepared floor of the
structure. This band is considered “extremely reliable” as a primary context for
cultural material.
Stage E Fill

A “good source” with no possibility of mixing with

other levels.
Stage E Clay Slope

Fill used to build the platform around Feature 16 and

the ramp of Stage E. It was free of mixing with other levels and provided a “cap”
for soils below.
Stage E Fill Slope

An embankment around the summit of Stage E that

should be considered as a fill episode.
Stage F Fill

Consists of a mix of summit and fill material due to the

difficult time excavators had in separating out the two, but is free of mixing with
other levels.
Stage F Sideslope

A band of sand that was mixed on the northeast and

southeast sides with overlying episodes; not considered as a primary context.
Stage F Ash Slope

Probably formed from periodic cleaning episodes on

the summit but not a primary context due to mixing with episodes much like the
sand sideslope above.
Stage G-1 Loam Fill

The latest fill episode of the G-1 stage, probably

consisting of fill and summit materials mixed together.
Stage G-1 Clay Slope

From the sideslope of G-1 and the clay embankment

on the northeastern side of the mound and likely a good context.
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Stage G-1 Sand Fill

The first fill episode of G-1 and capped by overlying

fills and considered a stable context.
Stage G/G-1

A sand stage overlying Stage G and G-1 and mixed in

with the Stage F Sideslope material.
Stage G Clay Slope

The protecting cap for Stage G with little possibility of

mixing with Stage F fill deposits.
Stage G Fill

Building episode for Stage G with no apparent mixing

with other fills except possibly the Stage F fill. Stage G clay sideslope deposits
capped most of the Stage G Fill to form a stable context.
Stage G Sand Sideslope

Built during a time of heavy silting around the mound

and may be mixed in some areas with contemporary village deposits.
Stage H Summit

Collected from the clay prepared floor of Stage H and

thus the summit and fill materials of this Stage may be mixed.
Stage H Fill

The remainder of the mound built entirely of clay and

separated from above levels.
Mound Occupation Stages and Features
This section is a review of the occupational stages and features
uncovered from the DeArmond mound excavation. Structures and burials are
described based on the observations made in the field and transcribed on feature
forms and the field report by Alden (1941a, 1941b). Artifactual remains relating to
the features of the mound are briefly described, while the ceramic data will be
addressed in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
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The DeArmond mound excavations uncovered relatively few features (n=
55) when compared to modern excavations of mounds such as Mound A at
Toqua (n=323) (Polhemus 1987: Table 4.2). Nevertheless, the number of
features identified by certain categories, such as pits (n=29) and hearths (n=17)
from DeArmond compare favorably to pits (n=21) and hearths (n=38) identified
from Mound A at Toqua (Polhemus 1987: Table 4.1). Thus, it should be noted
that although the excavations at DeArmond differ greatly from modern practice,
certain classes of data from the 1941 excavation are comparable to modern
excavations. Information on structural patterns from DeArmond is extensive, with
plan view drawings and detailed notes on each identified house pattern (n=12)
and associated hearths. Human remains were also well documented from the
site, with a total of 93 burials of 95 individuals uncovered in the mound (Smith
1990). Other than ceramic data, structure patterns and burial practices may be
the greatest sources of information on the occupation sequence and culture
change within the context of the mound.
Stage B
This stage represents the latest building episode and occupational surface
of the habitation mound at DeArmond (Figure 3.5). Building stages A and B are
combined in the analysis of the mound ceramics because A represents an
addition to B and not a different occupation altogether. The extent of the mound
after the addition of this stage was a roughly “egg-shaped” base measuring 110
feet in diameter and 2 feet above the Stage D summit (Alden 1941a: 28). A ramp
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Figure 3.5. Stage B Summit
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Table 3.1: Stage B Structures
Struct.
Num.

Shape

Size
(Sq. ft.)

Hearth
Shape

Pit
Shape

F.S.a

Comments

1

Rect.

?

Circular

---

---

Disturbed

2

Rect.

506

Circular

---

---

Disturbed

7

Rect.

?

Rect.

Circular
&
Oval

239,
241

Superimposed

a

Field Specimen numbers for associated artifacts

on the southeast corner of the mound was first encountered during this building
episode. Alden (1941a: 30-31) notes that the ramp “was not an inclined plane
built up against the sideslope but was a series of steps gouged out of the slope
itself. These steps were irregular in height and shape, but two of them had log
steps laid on them.”
Three house patterns were found in Stage B (Table 3.1): Features 1, 2,
and 7. Feature 1 was the latest structure on the summit and was badly disturbed
by plowing so no size information was discernable. The hearth of Feature 1 was
circular, 4 ft in diameter, with sloping walls, a flat bottom and a modeled rim.
Feature 2, intruded by Feature 1, was a rectangular structure with sides
measuring 22 x 23 ft and postmolds averaging 0.6 ft diameter, interspersed 1 to
1.5 ft (Figure 3.6). The Feature 2 hearth was also circular, with sloping walls, and
a flat bottom, but no modeled rim. Feature 7 represents a collection of postmolds
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Figure 3.6. Stage B, Feature 2 Structure
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in a roughly rectangular pattern (Figure 3.7). Posts averaged 0.5 ft in diameter
interspersed at 1 to 2.5 ft. Five hearths were found within the confines of the
Feature 7 postmolds. The hearth in the center of the postmold pattern, and the
latest addition of the five, was 4.6 ft square, with sloping walls, a flat bottom, and
a modeled rim containing ash and pottery (F.S. 239 and 241).
A total of 77 burials was attributed to Stage B (Figure 3.8, Table 3.2). Two
burials (numbers 10 and 25) contained two individuals each, raising the number
of individuals interred in this stage to 79. Of the 79 individuals buried in the stage,
62 were flexed and one was extended. This positioning is comparable with Dallas
phase burials (Lewis and Lewis 1995: Table 11.2). Most skeletons were oriented
to the southwest (n=29) or the northwest (n=21). Forty-four of the 79 burials
recovered contained grave offerings. Nine burials were accompanied by ceramic
vessels, with three of the nine burials containing more than one vessel. Five of
these nine burials were adults, while the remainder were young adults and, in
one case, a fetus. Four of the nine individuals with pots were female while two
were identified as males. There do not seem to be any differences in the
distribution of ceramic vessels by age or sex in the Stage B burials. However,
only one burial contained effigy-modeled vessels. Burial 50 (Figure 3.9) was a
mature female accompanied by two bowls, one with human (Figure A.12, in
Appendix A) and one with frog effigies (Figure A.14). The quantity of burials
associated with Stage B outnumbers all other stages. This phenomenon
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Figure 3.7. Stage B, Feature 7 Structure
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Figure 3.8. Stage B Burials
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Table 3.2: Stage B Burials (Smith 1990)
Burial

Sex

Age

Pit

Position

Grave Goods

1

?

child

oval

extend?

---

2

?

adult

?

flexed

Shell Mask

3

M?

adult

?

?

Chert Proj. Points

4

?

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

5

M

adult

?

?

---

6

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

Steatite, Chert Proj. Points

7

M

adult

rectangular

?

Chert Proj. Point

8

M?

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

9

--

--

oval

flexed

---

10

M

adult

oval?

flexed

---

10A

F?

adult

oval?

flexed

---

11

?

adult

?

?

---

12

F

adult

?

bundle

Ceramic Jar

13

?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

---

14

?

child

oval

flexed

Shell Gorget

15

M

adult

oval

flexed

Mica, Ochre, Ceramic Jar,
Stone Bead

16

?

adult

?

flexed

---

17

M

adult

?

flexed

---

18

M

adult

?

reburial

---
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Table 3.2: Continued
Burial

Sex

Age

Pit

Position

Grave Goods

19

?

adult

?

flexed

Shell Mask

20

F

adult

?

flexed

Shell Ear Pins

21

F

adult

?

flexed

Mica

22

M?

adult

?

sitting

Shell Ear Pins

23

M

adult

?

flexed

Shell Ear Pins

24

F?

adult

?

flexed

---

25A

M

adult

irregular

flexed

Shell Mask, Shell Beads,
Chert Proj. Point, Mica, Dog
Skull

25B

?

sub adult?

irregular

flexed

---

26

?

adult

rectangular

flexed

Shell Mask

27

M?

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

28

M

adult

?

flexed

Chert Proj. Point, Shell
Bead, Dog Burial

30

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

Clay Pipe

31

F?

adult

rectangular

flexed

Groundstone Celt

32

?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

Ceramic Bowl

33

M

adult

oval

flexed

Groundstone Celt

34

M?

adult

oval

flexed

Chert Blade, Shell Beads

35

M

adult

irregular

flexed

Mica

36

--

multiple

irregular

?

Chert Proj. Point, Bird Bone

37

M?

adult

irregular

flexed

Shell Beads

38

F?

adult

rectangular

flexed

Shell Ear Pins, Shell Beads
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Table 3.2: Continued
Burial

Sex

Age

Pit

Position

Grave Goods

39

?

adult

oval

?

---

40

?

adolescent

?

flexed

---

41

?

adult

?

flexed

---

42

M?

adult

?

flexed

Mica, Chert Blade, Shell
Beads, Shell Mask

43

?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

---

44

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

Pearl, Shell Beads,
Groundstone Celt, Bone
Tools

45

M

adult

circular

?

---

46

?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

Shell Ear Pins, Ceramic Jar
(2), Ceramic Bowl

47

?

adult

?

?

Chert Blades

48

?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

Shell Beads

49

M

adult

?

?

Chert Proj. Points

50

F?

adult

rectangular

flexed

Ceramic Bowls (2)

51

F?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

Ceramic Jars (2), Bone Awl,
Shell Ear Pin

52

M

adult

?

flexed

---

53

?

fetus

?

flexed

Ceramic Jar

54

?

adult

?

?

---

55

F?

adult

rectangular

flexed

Chert Proj. Point

56

?

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

57

?

sub adult

?

flexed

---

58

F

adult

rectangular

flexed

Shell Ear Pins, Bird Bone
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Table 3.2: Continued
Burial

Sex

Age

Pit

Position

Grave Goods

59

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

60

M

adult

pentagon

flexed

---

61

M

adult

oval

flexed

---

62

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

Ceramic Jar (2), Bone Awl

63

F?

adult

?

bundle

---

64

?

adolescent

?

flexed

---

65

M

adult

?

extend

---

66

M?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

Shell Ear Pins, Chert Blade

68

?

adolescent

?

flexed

Shell Beads

69

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

70

F

adolescent

?

flexed

---

71

M

adolescent

?

flexed

---

72

?

adult

?

flexed

Chert Proj. Point

73

M

adult

?

bundle

---

87

?

child

oval

flexed

Shell Ear Pin

88

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

Chert Proj. Points

89

F

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

90

M

adult

rectangular

flexed

---

91

M

adult

oval

flexed

Ceramic Jar, Clay Pipe (2)

92

F?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

---
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Human Effigy Bowl

Frog Effigy Bowl

Figure 3.9. Stage B, Burial 50
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suggests that during Stage B, the mound was used as community mortuary
rather than the residence and burial of only elite individuals.
The Stage B burial patterning has the unique feature of summit and
sideslope burial groups. Hatch (1974: 187) suggested that status distinctions at
DeArmond, based on the “richness” or amount of burial accoutrements, were
drawn between the summit and sideslope burials, instead of between mound and
village burials. The pattern of burials placed in both sideslope and summit
context at the DeArmond mound is similar to mound C at Etowah (King 2004). All
shell gorgets and a majority of the copper ornamentation, considered high-status
markers, from burials in mound C at Etowah occur in summit contexts (King
2004). Hatch (1974: 183) used the presence of cut mica instead of copper and
shell gorgets to distinguish status at the DeArmond mound. He found that mica
“functioned at the DeArmond site… as an alternative raw material from which
ornamental shapes could be cut and worn as status-specific symbols.” Of the
seven burials where mica was recovered in the DeArmond mound (5 in Stage B
and 2 in Stage D), six were male and all were older-aged adults. This supports
the supposition by Hatch that mica may have served as a marker of achieved
status because women and children would have been included if the status
differentiation was hereditary.
Stage C/D
Stage C was not considered an occupational surface but rather a
sideslope addition to Stage D (Figure 3.10). Stage C consisted of thick, black
56

Figure 3.10. Stage C/D Summit
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Table 3.3: Stage C/D Structures
Struct.
Num.

Shape

Size
(Sq. ft.)

Hearth
Shape

Pit
Shape

F.S.a

Comments

8

Rect.

?

Square

---

320,
355

Superimposed

15

Square

484

?

---

---

Wall Trench

a

Field Specimen numbers for associated artifacts

clay “sideslope armor” that could have been used to support posts of Stage D
structures and also aid in erosion control of the Stage D summit (Alden 1941a:
27). The Stage D occupation of the mound is consistent in form with Stage B,
that being a rectangular, pyramidal mound with a flat top summit (Figure 3.10).
The base of the mound during this stage of construction measured 43 x 53 feet
with a height of 2.5 feet.
Two structures were documented for the Stage C and D occupation of the
mound (Figure 3.11, Table 3.3). The Feature 8 structure was a large square,
single-post house measuring about 30 ft on a side. As on the summit of Stage B,
numerous structures apparently were superimposed on the summit of Stage D.
Of the four hearths on the summit, the latest was attributed to Feature 8 and was
2.3 ft square on a side with vertical walls and a flat bottom. The Feature 15
structure was less definable, and was found while stripping off the Stage D fill
layer. Feature 15 had walls set in open-corner wall trenches, roughly 22 ft on a
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Figure 3.11. Stage C/D, Feature 8 and 15 Structures
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side, with limestone slabs set in the trenches at the bottom of each post, which
averaged 0.2 ft in diameter and were set about 0.1 ft apart. The only plausible
hearth for Feature 15 was Feature 14, a rectangular basin measuring 2 x 2.3 ft
and 1.2 ft deep. The Stage C black clay slope supported the postmolds of this
structure on the northeast side, confirming that the two Stages were
contemporaneous for part of the summit occupation.
A total of 15 burials was attributed to the Stage C and D occupation
(Figure 3.12, Table 3.4). One burial was recovered from the Stage C sideslope
addition to Stage D. An issue brought up by Alden about the Stage C burial is the
use of a wood covering over the burial, which is very similar to 20 of the burials
from Stage B (Alden 1941a: 27). Similar burial practices between the two
occupational stages may reflect a short duration between Stage C and B burials,
a long tradition in this form of burial, or mistaken association of some Stage C
burials to Stage B.
Shell beads were the most common offering found with burials, and
tended to be with children (6 of the 15 aged individuals with shell beads were
sub-adults or infants). Burial 76 (Figure 3.13), an adult female, contained a
fenestrated shell rattlesnake gorget (Figure A.1). This gorget depicts a
rattlesnake in a conventionalized (stylized) form that is similar to two other
rattlesnake gorget motifs found in dated contexts in eastern Tennessee.
Naturalistic fenestrated rattlesnake gorgets, referred to as the “Lick Creek-style,”
are argued to occur in the mid-fifteenth century, while conventionalized “Citico60

Figure 3.12. Stage C/D Burials
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Table 3.4: Stage C/D Burials (Smith 1990)
Burial

Sex

Age

Pit

Position

Grave Goods

29

Indet.

infant

?

flexed

---

67

?

adult

?

?

Shell Mask

74

?

infant

oval

flexed

Shell Beads, Shell Mask

75

?

child

irregular

flexed

---

76

F

adult

rectangular

flexed

Shell Ear Pin, Shell Gorget,
Shell Beads

77

M?

adolescent

rectangular

flexed

Shell Beads, Mica, Shell Ear
Pins

78

?

sub adult

?

flexed

Shell Beads

79

F

adult

?

?

---

80

M

adult

oval

flexed

Mica

81

M

adult

?

?

Clay Ear Plug, Shell Beads

82

?

adult

rectangular

flexed

Shell Ear Pin, Shell Beads

83

?

adult

?

?

---

84

M

adult

?

?

---

85

?

adult

?

?

---

86

?

child

oval

flexed

Shell Beads

62

Shell Beads

Rattlesnake
Gorget
Shell Ear Pin

Figure 3.13. Stage D, Burials 75 and 76
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style” rattlesnake gorgets, a later variant, are argued to occur in the mid-sixteenth
to late-seventeenth centuries in the eastern Tennessee Valley (Muller 1995,
1997). A “Lick Creek-style” gorget has been found at the Dallas site (40HA1),
while a “Citico-style” gorget has been found at the Ledford Island site (40BY13)
in southeastern Tennessee. A radiometric date from the Ledford Island site of
Cal. AD 1445 ± 50 (Sullivan 1986) places the “Citico-style” earlier than previously
argued for the region. Two radiometric dates from the Dallas site (40HA1) of Cal.
AD 1405 ± 50 and AD 1410 ± 50 (Sullivan 2001) also place the “Lick Creek-style”
somewhat earlier in East Tennessee. The dates from these two sites delineate
the DeArmond gorget, considered a transitional form between “Lick Creek” and
“Citico” (Muller 1995, 1997), to within the fifteenth century. This may be used as
a rough temporal marker for the burials of this stage.
Stage E
This construction stage was rather thin when compared to stages D and
B. The summit rose only 0.7 ft above Stage F and measured 56 x 45 feet at the
base (Alden 1941a: 21). The summit was oriented to the cardinal directions with
the ramp located at the southeastern edge (Figure 3.14). A low sand
embankment covered with clay was found encircling the summit.
The Stage E summit structures consisted of one primary structure
(Feature 16) and a three-sided “arbor” (Feature 17) on the southeastern side of
the summit (Figure 3.15, Table 3.5). The southeastern side of the Feature 16
structure was considered an entrance based on gaps in the posthole pattern. The
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Figure 3.14. Stage E Summit
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Figure 3.15. Stage E, Feature 16 and 17 Structures
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Table 3.5: Stage E Structures
Struct.
Num.

Shape

Size
(Sq. ft.)

Hearth
Shape

Pit
Shape

F.S a

Comments

16

Square

605

Square

Rect.

711, 712,
1260

Burned

17

3-Sided
Arbor

--

---

---

---

---

a

Field Specimen numbers for associated artifacts

ramp (Feature 18) was also on the southeastern side of the mound, with two
parallel rows of postmolds running up both sides of the steps. Alden (1941a: 23)
argued that these posts supported a roof-like covering. The Feature 16 structure
was a square, wall-post house measuring 24 ft on a side and outlined by
postmolds averaging 0.3 ft in diameter at intervals averaging 0.1 ft. The hearth of
this structure was square with sloping walls, a flat bottom, and a square modeled
rim, 2.5 ft on a side. A low earthen embankment of black clay surrounded the
exterior of the Feature 16 structure. The entire structure was burned, leaving an
abundance of charred roof material on the floor. Charred wood used as
construction material associated with Feature 16 provided a corrected AMS date
of cal AD 1305 ± 50.
On the floor of the Feature 16 structure were the remains of an “antler
workshop” (Feature 16A) as described by Alden (1941a: 23). The workshop
consisted of an antler point, abrader, hammerstone, a broken antler tine (possibly
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a billet) and some mussel shells (F.S. 1071). Excluding the mussel shells, this
collection of artifacts would be a part of any flintknappers toolkit. Why these tools
were left on the ground of the structure when it burned is unknown, but one
would expect that such a toolkit would not be purposefully left behind if the
burning of the building were intentional.
The “arbor” (Feature 17), situated at the probable entrance to the structure
on the southeast side of the summit, was constructed of single rows of posts,
averaging 0.3 ft in diameter and spaced about 0.2 ft apart. The arrangement of
Feature 17 on the summit suggests that it served as a screen. Some evidence of
burning was found on the floor around Feature 17, but intermittently and not as
deep as within the Feature 16 structure.
Fifteen hearths lined the interior and exterior walls of the Feature 16
structure (Figure 3.16). Based on charcoal remains and thinly-burned sand
surrounding the pits, their use may have been related more to illumination than to
cooking. On the floor of Feature 16, three shell-tempered ceramic vessels were
recovered: the remains of two cordmarked jars (F.S. 711 and 712) and a red-onbuff painted bottle (F.S. 1260). The refuse accumulation found within the Feature
16 structure suggests that the burning episode was not planned.
Although the Stage E summit had a clearly defined occupation, no burials
were recovered from this mound stage.
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Figure 3.16. Stage E Features
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Stage F
This construction stage of the mound was also quite thin, measuring
between one-half and one foot in depth. The shape was consistent with later
stages, having a pyramidal summit and rectangular base (Figure 3.17). An
abundance of ash material deposited on the mound sideslope was thought to be
associated with the summit occupation, due in part to the cleaned look of the
summit floor.
The Feature 19 structure represents the only structure identified on the
Stage F summit (Figure 3.18, Table 3.6). Feature 19 was a rectangular walltrench structure 28.3 x 25.5 ft on a side, with postmolds averaging 0.3 ft in
diameter and spaced about 0.4 ft apart. The Feature 19 structure floor was
uncovered about a half foot below the Feature 16 structure from the subsequent
Stage E occupation. The hearth associated with Feature 19 was circular with
sloping walls, a flat bottom, and a circular modeled rim 1.2 ft in diameter. Like
Feature 16, the structure on the summit of Stage F was burned, but, unlike
Table 3.6: Stage F Structure
Struct.
Num.

Shape

Size
(Sq. ft.)

Hearth
Shape

Pit
Shape

F.S. a

Comments

19

Rect.

722

Circular

Oval

---

Wall Trench

a

Field Specimen numbers for associated artifacts
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Figure 3.17. Stage F Summit
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Figure 3.18. Stage F, Feature 19 Structure
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Table 3.7: Stage F Burial (Smith 1990)
Burial

Sex

Age

Pit

Position

Grave Goods

93

F

Adult

Oval

Flex

Clay Pipe

Feature 16, there were very few artifacts on the floor. The paucity of material
recovered from this occupation stage was possibly due to periodic clearing of the
structure floors and the removal of utilitarian objects before the structure was
burned.
One burial was found in association with this stage (Figure 3.19, Table
3.7). Burial 93 was an adult female, fully flexed and oriented to the west. A
flanged-bowl pipe (F.S. B-93 (1)) was found in the pit of this burial. Such a pipe is
commonly found in Dallas phase occupations in the Chickamauga Basin (Lewis
et al. 1995: Table 15.4). This evidence suggests that this burial may represent an
intrusion from the sideslope of Stage B.
Stage G-1/G
Stage G-1 was contemporaneous with Stage G, but was added afterwards
so a different letter designation was warranted. Stage G-1 was an addition built
on the northeast sideslope of G that rose 3 feet directly above the village level
with a base measuring 44 x 30 ft on a side (Figure 3.20). An interesting feature of
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Flanged-Bowl
Clay Pipe

Figure 3.19. Stage F, Burial 93
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Figure 3.20. Stage G-1/G Summit
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Stage G-1 was the presence of an earthen embankment around the south and
west sides of the level, creating a “gully” between Stage G and G-1. Later, the
gully was filled in with soil and leveled. The construction of this mound level as a
contemporary platform with Stage G is likened to the Hiwassee Island mound
“Complicated Type”, in which two contemporaneous levels were built side-byside of unequal heights (Lewis et al. 1995: 71).
Stage G is considered as contemporaneous with mound Stage G-1. The
Stage G summit was built about one foot above the precedent summit of Stage H
(Figure 3.20). The mound retained the pyramidal profile from Stage H with a
base measuring 50 ft x 54.5 ft. An interesting feature of the clay fill from this
stage was a bright red clay cap on the sideslopes, which showed a good deal of
weathering. Afterwards, erosion-resistant black clay was deposited over the red
clay cap.
Stage G and G-1 features are combined in this description because these
stages represent simultaneous occupation of the mound summit (Figure 3.21,
Table 3.8). Stage G-1 was constructed as an addition to the northeast slope of
Stage G at some time during the summit occupation. The Stage G side of the
mound had a few structural features, one being a wall-trench structure (Feature
21) with a profusion of postmolds comprising a secondary structure (Feature 22),
a three-sided wall-trench palisade around Features 21 and 22 (Feature 20), and
a posthole “palisade” between the Stage G and G-1 summit on the southeast
side (Feature 24).
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Figure 3.21. Stage G-1/G, Feature 20, 21, 23, and 24 Structures
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Table 3.8: Stage G-1/G Structures
Struct.
Num.

Shape

Size
(Sq. ft.)

Hearth
Shape

Pit
Shape

F.S. a

Comments

21

Rect.

403

Burned
Area

---

---

Wall Trench

22

?

?

Burned
Area

---

---

Superimposed

23

?

?

Circular

Oval

---

Superimposed

a

Field Specimen numbers for associated artifacts

Feature 21, the more defined of the two structures uncovered on the
summit of Stage G, was a rectangular wall-trench structure measuring
approximately 21.2 ft x 19 ft on a side with postmolds averaging 0.3 ft in diameter
and set about 0.3 ft apart. The structure was set amongst numerous other
postmolds, some probably from interior support posts and furniture supports, and
others from previous or subsequent structures that were built on the summit. The
assumed hearth of Feature 21 consisted of a burned area about 3.5 ft x 2.5 ft on
the floor. This hearth could not be unequivocally associated with either Feature
21 or one of the Feature 22 postmold structures.
The postmolds that were intrusive into the wall trenches of Feature 21
were defined as Feature 22. The Feature 22 structure is known only as a
collection of postmolds, but shows that at least one structure was built after
Feature 21. The Feature 20 “palisade” or “screen” was constructed from wall
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trenches on the northwest, southwest, and southeast sides of the Stage G
summit. The trenches most likely did not support a structure, although the size
and spacing of the postmolds are similar to that of a wall-trench structure form
(Alden 1941b). The screen opened to the northeastern side of the mound, which
is the location of the Stage G-1 addition and the Feature 23 structure.
The Feature 23 structure was not a concise set of postmolds, and, as
stated by Alden on the feature form, “the structure or structures on Stage G-1
could be more accurately put in the class of shelter rather than house” (Alden
1941b). A circular hearth about 0.9 ft in diameter was found within the structure
pattern. In addition to the structure on Stage G-1, there is a “palisade” postmold
pattern (Feature 24) that connects the Stage G and G-1 summits on the
southeast sideslope.
Stage H
This stage represents the primary building episode of the DeArmond
mound. The stage was raised an average of three feet above the village level
and measured 40 ft x 51.5 ft at the base (Figure 3.22). Fill consisted entirely of
black clay with very slight bands of yellow clay and some yellow sand.
This stage consists of a single construction stage with at least two
structure patterns identified on the occupational summit (Figure 3.23, Table 3.9).
The uppermost of the two, Feature 25, was a rectangular structure measuring
19.5 ft x 28 ft on a side and constructed from posts averaging 0.3 ft in diameter
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Figure 3.22. Stage H Summit
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Figure 3.23. Stage H, Feature 25 and 26 Structures
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Table 3.9: Stage H Structures
Struct.
Num.
25
26

Shape

Size
(Sq. ft.)

Hearth
Shape

Pit
Shape

F.S. a

Circular
Rect.
546
Square
--Oval
Rect.
Circular
Rect.
352
Square
--Oval
Rect.
a
Field Specimen numbers for associated artifacts

Comments
Latest
Earliest

set about 0.4 ft apart. The structure corners were closed and no entrance was
discernable. The southeastern wall is assumed to be the entrance due to the
proximity of the ramp. The structure was not burned except in the vicinity of the
hearth, which was simply a burned area on the floor. Below Feature 25 was the
Feature 26 structure. This structure was also rectangular, measuring at least
16.3 ft x 21.6 ft on a side and constructed from posts averaging 0.4 ft in diameter
set about 1.3 ft apart. The floor of this structure was exceptionally clean, with no
cultural material found. The hearth of Feature 26, like Feature 25, was simply a
burned area in the center of the floor.
Eighteen pits were found in association with Stage H. Pits 10 through 18
were rectangular to circular in shape, shallow, and lined with bright red clay not
burnt in any way. The intended use of these pits could not be discerned from the
pit fill, although their placement at the foot of the mound and on the summit in a
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roughly symmetrical pattern suggests a synchronous function of some kind. No
burials were associated with this occupation of the mound.
No structural features were encountered under the mound. The basal level
of the mound and Feature 35 structure from the adjacent village site (unit 2) both
lay on top of a band of soil referred to as the “lower Mississippi village alluvium”
(Alden 1941a: 12). Most of the village structures and occupational debris was
recovered above this and another lens of alluvial soil.
Summary
If mound volume can be used as a proxy indicator of the occupational
duration of Mississippian mounds (Blitz and Livingood 2004), then a few
deductions can be made about the relative duration of each building stage of the
DeArmond mound. An accurate estimation for the volume of a flat-topped
rectangular pyramid (Table 3.10) is used in place of Blitz and Livingood’s (2004)
original formula (basal length X basal width X height). By this volume estimation,
the most substantial occupation of the mound was during Stage B (6,223 ft3),
which is twice as large as any other building stage. The large volume in this case
is due primarily to the extensive sideslope accumulations on each side of the
mound. Stages G/G-1 (4,100 ft3), H (3,850 ft3), and C/D (3,592 ft3) are the next
most developed levels. The smallest occupations by mound volume are
3

represented by mound Stages E (1,370 ft ) and F (832 ft3). These values may
represent relative durations in mound use over time. This assessment may be
accurate based on the number of superimposed structures on each occupation
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Table 3.10: Mound Volume Estimation a
Stage

Dimensions

Volume

B

65 x 62.5’ base
45’ x 50’ summit
2’ height

6,223 ft3

C/D

43’ x 53’ base
33’ x 41’ summit
2’ height

3,592 ft3

E

56’ x 45’ base
37’ x 39’ summit
0.7’ height

1,370 ft3

F

49.25’ x 43’ base
36.5’ x 34.25’ summit
0.5’ height

832 ft3

G-1

G-1/G

44’ x 30’
24’ x 17’
3’

G

base
summit
height

50’ x 54.5’
26.5’ x 28.5’
1’

40’ x 51.5’ base
22.5’ x 28.5’ summit
3’ height

H
a

4,100 ft3

3,850 ft3

Height (B1+B2+sqrt [B1B2])/3, B1 = area base, B2 = area summit
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stage. The largest stages by volume, B, G-1/G, H, and C/D, each had three or
more superimposed structures on their respective summits. Stages E and F, with
the smallest volumes, each had a single structure on their respective summits.
The occupational history of the DeArmond mound displays some similarity
with other Mississippian sites in the East Tennessee region. The dual-level
summit arrangement of Stages G and G-1 are similar to the mound substructure
stages F, E-2, and E-1 uncovered on the Hiwassee Island mound (40MG31) in
the Chickamauga Basin (Lewis and Kneberg 1946) and Stage A-1 and A-2 at the
Toqua site (40MR6) in the Tellico Reservoir (Polhemus 1987). The mound
similarity between these sites suggests that the building episodes were possibly
contemporary. Radiometric dating of Stage E-1 on the Hiwassee Island mound
yielded a date of cal AD 1235 ± 40 (Sullivan 2001), while a date from Stage A-1
at Toqua yielded a date of cal AD 1208 ± 130 (Polhemus 1987: 133). The only
radiometric date from the DeArmond mound (Table 3.11) is from the floor of
Feature 16 on the Stage E summit, which is two construction stages above the
summit of Stage G/G-1. The date of cal AD 1305 ± 50 for Stage E fits within the
date range for the Hiwassee Island phase. One date from Feature 35, a structure
from the lowest level of the village (excavation unit 2) adjacent to the mound,
provided a date of cal AD 1280 ±150. Although the standard deviation of this
date is large, it does provide a reference point for the earliest mound level. This
is because the WPA excavators noted that Feature 35 and the mound base were
constructed on the same stratigraphic level. Radiometric dates place the
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Table 3.11: DeArmond Radiometric Dates
Lab #

Provenience

C14 Age

Calibrated
Intercept *

Date Range

M-731

Feature 35,
village (unit 2)

670 +/-150

AD 1300

AD 1130-1519

Crane and
Griffin (1961)

Beta-128377

Feature 16,
mound (unit 3)

640 +/-50

AD 1305

AD 1280-1410

Lynne Sullivan,
personal
communication

Source

(2-sigma)

* Calib 5.0.1 Stuiver and Reimer (1993)

DeArmond mound occupations chronologically, but a combination of artifactual
evidence used in this study will further refine the time range.
Evidence suggests that some of the DeArmond mound occupation took
place at some time during the Hiwassee Island phase. Mound Stages H through
E have a conspicuous lack of associated burials (Stage F has one burial that is
likely intrusive from Stage B). This pattern is consistent with Hiwassee Island
phase occupations in Eastern Tennessee (Schroedl 1998: 71). The 95
individuals buried in the upper two occupation levels contain grave
accoutrements that suggest a later temporal placement than the lower levels. A
fenestrated rattlesnake gorget from burial 76 in Stage D has been argued to
occur in early fifteenth century contexts in the eastern Tennessee Valley.
Patterns found in the building of occupational surfaces may also shed some light
on the temporal placement of the mound. The construction of Stages G and G-1
as a dual-level summit with structures is similar in form to levels at Mound A at
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Toqua (40MR6) (Polhemus 1987) and mound Unit 37 at Hiwassee Island
(40MG31) (Lewis and Kneberg 1946).
The various summit, fill, and sideslope deposits from each occupational
level must be considered when analyzing artifacts from the mound. Alden
(1941a) mentions that many of the mound contexts were mixed, in some way or
another, which undoubtedly creates inconsistencies in the ceramic analysis.
Looking for an abrupt change in the consistency of the ceramic assemblage,
therefore, is not entirely possible. The identification of trends in the ceramic
assemblage is how changes are documented in the case of the DeArmond
mound. Even with this methodology, contexts are not used in the analysis where
mixing between many levels is assumed.
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4 MOUND CERAMIC DESCRIPTIONS
The ceramic assemblage curated from the DeArmond mound excavation
is the main focus of analysis for understanding this site’s chronology. This
evidence, along with the burials and structures discussed in Chapter 3,
represents the best evidence available for placing the DeArmond site into a
regional temporal context. Based on the original ceramic tabulation sheets
compiled from the mound excavation, 22,826 ceramic sherds were recovered in
addition to 22 whole or partial vessels. As mentioned in the introductory chapter,
the WPA curatorial practices for the DeArmond ceramic collection differ
significantly from today’s practices. All pottery collected during the excavations
was documented on sherd tabulation sheets along with descriptive information
limited to temper, morphology, surface treatment, and an excavation square
number for provenience. Many of the plain body sherds were discarded at a later
time. Any sherds that had a surface decoration (incised, filleted, modeled,
painted, etc.), that were part of a rim, or that were tempered with a material other
than shell, were curated and most were available for this study.
Evaluation of Bias
As for any analysis of prehistoric artifacts, no matter when or with what
material, there will be differences in identification between observers. This is
certainly the case with the DeArmond study assemblage. For the purposes of this
study, both the original sherd tabulation sheets and re-analyzed data are used.
The sherd tabulation sheets, although differing slightly in counts from my own
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analysis, provide information on the original abundance of sherds before any
discarding or loss had taken place. The data from the re-analysis provides more
descriptive information for the curated artifacts and are used to study vessel
morphology, surface treatment variations, and evidence of use-wear. Only
certain mound proveniences were utilized in the ceramic analyses (see Chapter
6) based on the potential for closed (or at least unmixed) contexts. Table 4.1 lists
the proveniences used in the ceramic analysis.
Analysis Methods
A total of 1,853 rim sherds was subjected to a detailed attribute analysis
for this study. Rims were selected for the attribute analysis for three reasons: (1)
rims display the characteristics of a vessel that enable the shape to be
determined, (2) rims are sometimes modified differently from the body of the
vessel, enabling the recognition of surface treatment variations, and (3) as
mentioned earlier, rims were not selectively discarded.
Identification of vessel class was facilitated by a comparison with whole
vessels recovered from the site as well as vessels from other Mississippian sites
in East Tennessee. Of the 22 whole and reconstructed vessels (Table 4.2) from
the mound excavations, one vessel (F.S. B-91 (1)) was missing at the time of the
analysis. A maximum of 24 attributes was recorded for each vessel and rim
sherd, where applicable (Table 4.3). Most vessels and rim sherds did not have
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Table 4.1: Selected Mound Proveniences
Building Stage
B

Soil Deposition Type
SUMMIT
FILL
BURIAL FILL
FEATURES 1, 2, & 7

C

ALL

D

FILL
BURIAL FILL

E

SUMMIT
FEATURE 16
FILL
CLAY SLOPE
FILL SLOPE

F

FILL
BURIAL FILL

G-1

LOAM FILL
CLAY SLOPE
SAND FILL

G

CLAY SLOPE
FILL

H

SUMMIT
FILL
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Table 4.2: Vessel Inventory
Vessel

F.S. #

Stage

Temper

Surface
Treatment

Morph.

Orifice
(mm)

Rim
Curve

Appendage

Comments

1

B.51 (2)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

110

0.13

STRAP

PARTIAL (~3/4)

2

711

E

SHELL

CORDMARKED

JAR

610

0.23

LUG

RECONSTRUCTED

3

193

B

SHELL

INCISED/NODED

JAR

141

0.05

STRAP/LUG

COMPLETE

4

260

B

SHELL

INCISED/NODED

JAR

104

0.07

STRAP/LUG

COMPLETE

5

B.46 (2)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

110

0.08

STRAP

COMPLETE

6

B.62 (1B)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

106

0.08

---

RECONSTRUCTED

7

B.46 (3)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

73

0.06

STRAP

COMPLETE

8

B.51 (1)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

80

0.30

LUG

COMPLETE

9

B.62 (1A)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

55

---

LOOP/LUG

COMPLETE

10

B.53 (1)

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

119

0.07

STRAP/LUG

COMPLETE

11

325

B

SHELL

FILLETED

JAR

90

0.09

STRAP

PARTIAL (~1/2)

12

B.50 (1)

B

SHELL

FILLET/EM/SPOUT

BOWL

127

---

---

COMPLETE

13

B.46 (1)

B

SHELL

FILLETED

BOWL

124

---

---

COMPLETE

14

446

B

SHELL

EFFIGY-MODELED

BOWL

126

---

---

COMPLETE

15

470

B

SHELL

PLAIN

BOWL

128

---

LUG

RECONSTRUCTED

16

469

B

SHELL

PUNCTATED

BOWL

615

---

---

RECONSTRUCTED

17

330

D

SAND

PLAIN

BOWL

35

---

---

COMPLETE

18

B-Summit

B

SHELL

PLAIN

SAUCER

115

---

---

COMPLETE

19

435

B

SHELL

PLAIN

BOWL

70

---

---

PARTIAL (~1/2)

20

412

B

SHELL

TRAILED

BOWL

330

---

---

RECONSTRUCTED

21

1260

E

SHELL

RED-ON-BUFF

BOTTLE

52

---

---

COMPLETE

22

B.91 (3)

B

SHELL

INCISED

JAR

N/A

N/A

STRAP/LUG

MISSING
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Table 4.3: Vessel and Sherd Analysis Attributes
Attribute

Definition

Temper

Matrix material added to clay

Temper size

Fine, Coarse

Surface decoration

Vessel surface modification

Location of decoration

Rim, neck, shoulder, body

Vessel morphology

Jar, bowl, basin, bottle, saucer

Secondary morphology

Morphological variation

Rim orientation
Rim modification

Vertical, excurvate, everted, inverted, or
incurvate
Direct, thinned, flanged, thickened, flared,
folded, filleted

Lip shape

Flattened, rounded, pointed

Rim width

Exterior-interior width (mm)

Wall width

Exterior-interior width (mm)

Rim protrusion ratio

(Figure 6.1 A)

Rim curvature

(Figure 6.1 B)

Rim angle

(Figure 6.1C)

Shoulder angle

(Figure 6.1 D)

Orifice diameter

Vessel orifice diameter (mm)

Appendage type

Loop, intermediate, strap, lug

Appendage decoration

Handle surface modification

Appendage width

Lateral extent

Appendage thickness

Interior-exterior extent

Appendage protrusion

Projection from vessel body

Appendage thickness-width ratio

Appendage thickness / width

Exterior paste coloration

Surface color

Surface use alteration

Burned, spalled
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observable characteristics of every attribute; many attributes were recorded only
for specific morphological classes. For example, jar handles were categorized by
shape, which has been shown to be a temporal marker (Davis 1985; Hilgeman
2000; Steponaitis 1983). Vessel forms were typologized according to definitions
for each morphological class. Temper was determined visually by inspection of
visible temper in the paste of sherds. Temper size, also determined visually, was
sub-divided into coarse and fine categories based on the size of temper grains
on the surface or in the matrix of the paste.
In addition to recording attributes for each vessel and rim sherd, a profile
was drawn for all rims and vessels where one could be made accurately. Whole
vessels were mostly exempted from the profile outline. In this case a photo of the
whole vessel would provide morphological information. A sample profile drawn
from the rim sherd sample accompanies a brief description of each
morphological vessel class recorded in the mound assemblage (Figure 4.1).
Vessel Morphology
Jars

Vessels with a round body, a short, curved neck, and a slightly

constricted orifice, usually with handles of some kind attached to the shoulder
(Figure 4.1a).
Bottles

Vessels similar in form to jars but with a tall, straight neck with a

greatly restricted orifice, usually less than 100 mm in diameter, and no handles
(Figure 4.1b).
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Figure 4.1. Vessel Morphological Classes
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Bowls

Vessels characterized by an unrestricted orifice, usually with out-

slanting or flaring rims and a flat or convex base (Figure 4.1c). Some bowls, such
as the cazuela type, have sharply incurved rims.
Basins

Vessels characterized by a shallow, slightly curved body with thick

walls and rims, a flat bottom, and a large orifice (Figure 4.1d). Sometimes the
walls are very thin with a thickened rim.
Saucers

Vessels characterized by a very shallow, thin body with a slightly

rounded base, and a rim only slightly higher than the plane of the base (Figure
4.1e).
Ceramic Category Descriptions
The following counts are based in part on the original sherd tabulation
sheets along with the sherd re-analysis. The body sherd and rim counts are
derived from the re-analysis of the curated sherds. For the two most common
sherd types (shell-tempered plain and cordmarked), the total sherd counts from
the original excavation are presented to evaluate how much may have been lost
from the original sample. The comments section is based on the re-analysis data
and by comparisons with other Mississippian sites from Tennessee.
Limestone Temper
Plain
Sample:

206 body sherds; 25 rims (Figure A.40)
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Comments: The sherds of this group are attributable to the Hamilton Plain type
established in the Chickamauga Basin (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 83). Vessel
forms, when distinguishable, were primarily jar (n=6), and bowl forms (n=4).
Sherds of this category are thought to originate from the Late Woodland
component of the village site (excavation unit 2) adjacent to the mound. The
sherds deposited in the mound are a result of the inhabitant’s use of soil from
areas around the mound for construction fill. Many sherds from earlier periods
are represented in all stages of the mound (limestone-tempered sherds were
found in every occupational level in small numbers).

Cordmarked
Sample:

220 body sherds; 28 rims (Figure A.40e)

Comments: This group of sherds is attributable to two designated types within
the eastern Tennessee Valley. The type Hamilton Cord Marked, a Late
Woodland type found throughout the eastern Tennessee Valley (Lewis and
Kneberg 1946: 103) is represented by 58 body sherds and 16 rims. Surfaces
consisted of bold cordage impressions that were sometimes smoothed over. The
type Candy Creek Cord Marked, a Middle Woodland type also found throughout
the eastern Tennessee Valley (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 102-103) is
represented by 110 body sherds and 12 rims. Cordage impressions on the
surfaces of these sherds were fine. The remaining 52 body sherds could not be
clearly attributed to either type due to weathering and small size.
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Simple-Stamped
Sample:

208 body sherds; 14 rims (Figure A.40)

Comments: This group is attributable to the type Bluff Creek Simple Stamped
and is primarily found in eastern Tennessee during Middle Woodland times
(Haag 1939: 12). Stamped lines occurred below and parallel to the rim. Vessel
morphology consisted of jars (n=3) and bowls (n=4).

Check-Stamped
Sample:

155 body sherds; 15 rims (Figure A.40)

Comments: This group is attributable to the type Wright Check Stamped (Haag
1939: 12) and is typical of Middle Woodland cultures from the eastern Tennessee
Valley. Stamping of this type was mostly square (n=11), with some diamond
checked patterns (n=3). Vessels were either jars (n=4) or bowls (n=4).

Complicated-Stamped
Sample:

4 body sherds; 1 rim

Comments: This sample of complicated-stamped sherds from the mound
assemblage is attributable to the Pickwick Complicated Stamped type found
mainly in Middle Woodland assemblages in the Tennessee Valley (Haag 1939:
14). The single rim in the sample is in the form of a bowl.

Incised
Sample:

4 rims (Figure A.40)
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Comments: These rims are attributable to the type Sauty Incised (Heimlich
1952: 19), which is may be a decorated variant of Hamilton Plain in the upper
Tennessee Valley (Kneberg 1961: 8). The four rim sherds represented one jar
and three bowl forms.
Shell Temper
Plain
Sample:

229 body sherds; 838 rims; 31 disks; 11 vessels

(Figures A.5, A.10, A.15, A.17, A.18, A.19, A.22, A.27, A.28, A.29)
Comments: Plain shell-tempered vessels and sherds occur in varying
percentages in all East Tennessee Mississippian phases, from Martin Farm to
Mouse Creek. As mentioned earlier, the curated sample is biased. There were
originally 13,581 plain sherds, including 1500 rims, reported in the original mound
excavation sherd counts. Over 800 rims were found in the curated collection (56
percent of the rims). Only 229 body sherds were available (2 percent of the body
sherds), which are a small proportion of those recorded on the WPA excavators’
sherd tabulation sheets.
Sherds that contain coarse-grained temper were categorized under the
type Mississippi Plain (Phillips 1970: 130-135) (n=176), while sherds that
contained fine-grained temper were classified as the type Bell Plain (Phillips et al.
1951: 122-126) (n=50). Bell Plain is most commonly found in the form of nonutilitarian wares such as bottles, bowls, and effigy-modeled vessels. The greatest
proportion of Bell Plain sherds in the DeArmond assemblage occurred most
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within bottle (65 percent) and bowl forms (50 percent) with the fewest within jar
forms (11 percent).
A subset of the shell plain sherds was shell disks. These disks, modified
from sherds of broken vessels, display smoothing around the edges and a
circular form that varied only slightly in diameter (average diameter 4.65, std.
0.91). The function of these disks is not known at this time, although use as a
gaming piece has been proposed elsewhere (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 106;
Moore and Smith 2001: 178).
Six of the nine plain vessels recovered during excavations were from
burial contexts, while the other three came from the general excavation levels of
Stage B. All of the burial vessels were in the form of jars (n=6). A more in depth
overview of all vessels will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Cordmarked
Sample:

106 body sherds; 51 rims; 12 disks; 1 vessel (Figures A.2, A.23)

Comments: This surface treatment is typical within Mississippian period sites in
East Tennessee (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 94). The loosely twisted cordage
impressions on vessels are indicative of the McKee Island Cordmarked type
(Heimlich 1952: 27-28). The McKee Island Cordmarked type is thought to be
abundant in Dallas phase assemblages in eastern Tennessee (Polhemus 1990a)
and occurs in smaller quantities in the Hiwassee Island phase (Lewis and
Kneberg 1946: 94; Polhemus 1990a). The cordmarked sherds suffer from similar
curation biases as the plain sherds. The original WPA excavation recorded a
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total of 5,395 cordmarked sherds, including 65 rims in the original sherd
tabulation sheets, while 51 rims (79percent) and 106 body sherds (1percent)
were found in the curated collection. The body sherd count has been reduced
substantially. However, the rims have remained near the number originally
tabulated.
One nearly complete cordmarked vessel was recovered from the floor of
Feature 16, along with a scatter of burnt cordmarked sherds (n=18) that
represent at least two additional vessels. Cordmarked disks are similar in form to
the shell plain disks in size (average diameter 4.33, std. 0.49) and were likely
used for the same function.

Textile-Impressed
Sample:

932 body sherds; 427 rims (Figure A.26)

Comments: The sherds that comprise this group are generally identified as “salt
pan” basins or shallow bowls, argued to have been used to extract salt from brine
(Brown 1999; Drooker 1992: 12; Hood 1977: 59; Muller 1984; Reed 1987: 614).
There is also the possibility that such vessels were used in activities as large,
stationary cooking vessels (Reed 1987: 615). The occurrence of burning on the
exterior of the basins in this sample (156 of 427 rims) indicates that fire was often
used to heat the contents of the vessels, for either salt evaporation or cooking.
Textile-impressed basins were molded in textile-lined pits in the ground
(Drooker 1992: 16; Moore and Smith 2001: 149; Reed 1987: 615), making the
exterior of these vessels typically rough. The coarseness observed on the
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exterior of these vessels contrasts with the smoothed interior surface and rims.
The rough texture in conjunction with large orifice diameters and sloped walls of
basin vessel shapes is considered a benefit in heating efficiency (Hally 1986:
280).
Vessel wall widths range from very thick (maximum of 17.75 mm) to thin
(min of 3.84 mm). Typically “saltpan” vessels have very thick walls, closer to
10mm. The differences in use for thick- and thin-walled vessels are not known;
however, it may be related to the thermal conductivity properties of the two types
(Hally 1986; Teltser 1993). Thin walls absorb heat much more quickly than thickwalled vessels, whereas thicker walls will retain heat for longer periods of time.
Textile impressed rims with a measurable wall thickness less than 10 mm
(n=317) were in the majority, while rims with wall thickness equal to or greater
than 10 mm (n=82) were less common. The functional differences between these
two morphological varieties are not currently understood.
A variety of textile patterns was observed in the sample of sherds from
DeArmond (Figure 4.2). Textile patterns 2A (n=350) and 2B (n=524) were used a
majority of the time. There do not appear to be any significant differences in the
textiles used between mound levels, however pattern 4 is used more in levels E,
F, and G than in any later level.
The argument that these “saltpan” vessels were used in salt processing
may be strengthened by the location of the Davis-Noe site (40RE137), a possible
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Figure 4.2. Textile-Impressed Patterns
(2A, 2B and 3 from Lewis et al. 1995: figure 10.1; 4 from Brandon and Mainfort
1995: figure 5)
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salt processing site 32 km from the DeArmond site. This increases the likelihood
that textile-impressed vessels at DeArmond were related in some way to salt
exchange. Davis-Noe was occupied during the late Hiwassee Island phase,
which is contemporaneous with part of the DeArmond mound occupation.
Ceramics at Davis-Noe were characterized as having large capacities likely
related to processing, although the vessels were not pans but rather large jars
(Hood 1977: 86). The jars at Davis-Noe undoubtedly were related to processing
large quantities of some liquid, most likely salt brine. The reason for a difference
in vessel morphology between the two sites cannot be determined.

Incised
Sample:

77 body sherds; 117 rims; 3 vessels

(Figures A.3, A.4, A.20, A.24, A.25, A.32)
Comments: Sherds in this category exhibited either narrow- or broad-line
incised designs on the exterior surface. Normally, the two incising techniques
would be split into sub-groups. However, since the original sherd tabulation sheet
does not make a distinction between narrow and broad incising, the two types
are combined in the total sherd count. The re-analysis of sherds and vessels did
distinguish between the two techniques, denoted as Incised A (fine-lined) and B
(broad-lined) (Figure 4.3).
Incised A sherds are characterized by incised surfaces with a V-shaped
profile in cross-section. This type of incising is commonly referred to as Dallas
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Figure 4.3. Incised A and B Design Types
(1-10 from Lewis et al. 1995: Figure C.19)
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Decorated subtype Dallas Incised (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 105). Incised A
variety 3, is a common theme (n=111) along with variety 6 (n=29).
Incised B sherds are characterized by incised surfaces with a U-shaped
profile in cross-section. This technique, referred to as “trailing”, is usually
associated with the type DeArmond Incised (Reed 1987: 613). Trailed sherds
were most commonly found with type 3 (n=25), type 6 (n=15) or type 1 (n=18)
designs.

Punctated
Sample:

16 body sherds; 16 rims; 1 vessel (Figure A.16, A.32)

Comments: This group of sherds represents a surface treatment where a
blunted stick or reed is jabbed into the wall of a vessel while it is still wet, creating
small holes in the wall. Punctated sherds are most typical of the Dallas
Decorated subtype Dallas Punctate (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 105) type
established in the Chickamauga Basin and are regarded as a minority decorated
type (Lewis et al. 1995: 112).
Two types of punctuations are most common in the DeArmond mound
assemblage. Type 1 (n=15) comes from the use of a pointed or blunt stick that
leaves a circular hole. Type 2 (n=10), referred to as a hemiconical punctate,
comes from the use of a hollow stick or reed that leaves a hollow, circular
impression in the clay.
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Two other variations in punctating also occur in the assemblage. In one
case, fingernails were used to make punctations, and in another, a small circular
shell.

Appliqué-Filleted
Sample:

6 body sherds; 192 rims; 3 vessels

(Figures A.11, A.12, A.13, A.30, A.31)
Comments: Sherds of this type are represented by a continuous segment of
clay applied on or just below the rim with notches or modeled shapes cut into the
strip. Filleted-rim bowls and jars are attributable to Dallas Decorated subtype
Dallas Filleted (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 105) and are more common in Dallas
phase assemblages.
Fillets occur mostly on bowls (n=168) just below the rim, or on jars at the
rim (n= 19) or on the shoulder in the form of a segmented strip (n=3). Bowls that
show evidence of filleting commonly are fine-tempered (n=98) with slipped and/or
polished exterior walls (n=119) that are primarily black or a dark gray in
coloration (94 of 119 slipped/polished sherds).

Effigy-Modeled
Sample:

38 body sherds; 43 rims; 2 vessels (Figures A.14, A.36, A.37, A.38)

Comments: This ceramic type is distinguished by the presence of modeled
appliqué shapes in the form of a vessel or applied to a vessel. The modeled
ceramic class is consistent with the Dallas Decorated subtype Dallas Modeled
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(Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 105). This is a typical form of Dallas phase
occupations in the Tennessee Valley, although it is not unknown in Hiwassee
Island contexts (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 5.10).
This type occurred only on bowls and jars, with bowls being the most
common (n=36). Modeled forms were often zoomorphic, such as frogs (n=38), or
could be in the form of humans or human-like figures (n=16). Modeled humans
tend to be found more often on bowls (n=14) while animals, such as the frog, are
found on jars (n=5) or bowls (n=15). A few notable effigy-modeled forms were the
head of an owl, possibly from an owl effigy bottle, a head of a dog or bear, which
may also come from an effigy bottle, and a foot from either an owl or a dog/bear
effigy bottle. Some modeled forms were not vessels at all. One fragment was
recovered from the leg of a human figurine.

Painted
Sample:

259 body sherds; 80 rims; 1 vessel (Figures A.21, A.33, A.34)

Comments: Painted sherds are distinguished by the presence of a slip added to
the exterior or interior surfaces of a vessel. In the case of East Tennessee
painted types, the color is usually red. Three types of painted wares were found
in the DeArmond assemblage. The first type Hiwassee Red Filmed (n=243), is
characterized by a solid red slip cover applied to the inside or outside of the
vessel walls and is typically polished (n=16). The red-filmed type is generally
found in both the Hiwassee Island and Dallas phases, although it is suggested to
constitute a greater proportion of decorated sherds in Hiwassee Island phase
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components (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 5.9). The second type of painted wares
found at DeArmond is the type Hiwassee Red on Buff (n=81 total sherds),
characterized by painted designs on the body of the vessel. Designs vary,
although a few types are more frequent in the assemblage. Type 1, hachured
triangle, occurs most often (n=41 sherds and 1 vessel) along with type 4,
hachured triangles and loops (n=10). Two catchall types, 5 (n=14) and 6 (n=11),
occur as variations of two common themes: curvilinear and rectilinear designs,
respectively.
Painted decorations (n=97) were predominantly used on bowls (n=73)
while bottles were less frequently painted (n=3 sherds and 1 vessel). Pastes are
described as a buff-firing “ball clay” with little to no temper inclusions (Lewis and
Kneberg 1946: 103). Fine temper was most abundant (n= 297) with coarse wares
in small amounts (n=41).

Negative-Painted
Sample:

5 body sherds

Comments: This surface decoration is the third variant of the painted types. The
negative painting technique probably used clay or animal fat resists, which were
applied to the surface of a vessel before a light pigment wash was spread over
the vessel (Lewis et al. 1995: 118). The areas where a resist was applied fire to a
lighter color than the rest of the body, forming the desired design (Hilgeman
2000: 172). This decoration is consistent with the Dallas Black on Buff type from
the Chickamauga Basin (Lewis et al. 1995: 118). General curvilinear 6 (n=4) and
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rectilinear 5 (n=1) designs were observed along with “cross in sun circle” motifs
(n=2) consistent with the type Nashville Negative Painted (Reed 1987: 627).

Complicated-Stamped
Sample:

13 body sherds (Figure A.39)

Comments: This surface decoration is characterized by impressed decorations
in the exterior surface of vessels, mostly in a cross-in-circle motif. A carved
wooden paddle pressed into the clay is a common technique for application
(Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 105). The “cross in circle” motif is consistent with the
northern Georgia Savannah phase (AD 1200-1350) type Savannah Complicated
Stamped (Wauchope 1966: 79), but is typically sand-tempered.
Sand Temper
Plain
Sample:

2 body sherds; 1 vessel (Figure A.17)

Comments: This type is characterized by fine sand inclusions in paste as a
temper with a plain, smooth surface. Plain sherds are common in Middle
Woodland assemblages in the Tellico Reservoir (Reed 1987: 603) and are
attributable to the type Connestee Plain (Holden 1966: 71-72). The single sandtempered vessel is not attributable to the Middle Woodland component from
DeArmond since the pot originated from inside the hearth of the Feature 8
structure on the summit of Stage D. The use of such a vessel is not clear
however the crude design and small size suggest that it was not a common form.
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Check-Stamped
Sample:

4 body sherds (Figure A.41)

Comments: These sherds are characterized by square checks impressed into
the exterior surface. This type is attributable to Woodland period occupations and
is probably related to Connestee Check Stamped wares (Keel 1976: 252-254).

Complicated-Stamped
Sample:

1 body sherd

Comments: This single sherd was stamped with the “cross-in-circle” design and
is attributable to the type Savannah Complicated Stamped, a common type from
northern Georgia (Wauchope 1966: 79).

Painted
Sample

1 body sherd

Comments: This single sherd was painted in the red-filmed style but was
tempered with sand. This paste and decoration mix does not correspond to a
documented ceramic type in East Tennessee.

Negative-Painted
Sample

5 body sherds (Figure A.35)

Comments: These negative-painted sherds display the “cross in circle” motif
similar to the type Rudder Black Painted (Heimlich 1952: 15). The type has been
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found in northern Alabama (Walthall 1980: 243-245), but is not common in the
upper Tennessee Valley.
Quartz Temper
Plain
Sample:

2 body sherds

Comments: This type is typical of the Watts Bar series of ceramics in Early
Woodland occupations from East Tennessee.

Cord-Impressed
Sample:

1 body sherd (Figure A.41)

Comments: This class is also attributable to the Watts Bar series, occurring in
Early Woodland contexts in East Tennessee as the type Watts Bar Cord Marked
(Reed 1987: 596).
Grit Temper
Plain
Sample:

6 body sherds (Figure A.41)

Comments: This type is represented by a mix of tempers, usually consisting of
sand, quartz, and iron oxide particles. This class conforms to the type Qualla
Plain, which is common in protohistoric Cherokee settlements in East Tennessee
(Reed 1987: 638).

Complicated-Stamped
Sample:

1 body sherd (Figure A.41)
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Comments: This sherd has similar temper qualities as the plain grit tempered
sherds except for the stamped surface. The type conforms to Qualla Complicated
Stamped (Dickens 1978), which is a late prehistoric Lamar culture period (AD
manifestation in East Tennessee.

Summary
The DeArmond mound ceramic assemblage displays both typical and
atypical features of Mississippian mound sites in eastern Tennessee. The
DeArmond assemblage is dominated by shell-tempered plain and cordmarked
sherds (Table 4.4). However, there is an abundance of textile-impressed sherds
represented in each level of the mound. Similar frequencies have been seen
mainly at sites nearby salt processing locales (Drooker 1992: 12; Muller 1984:
505). The proximity of Davis-Noe (40RE137) to the DeArmond mound (32 km) is
not close enough to suggest a singular “polity” encompassing the two sites (Hally
1993). However, consistently high abundances of textile-impressed sherds in the
DeArmond mound assemblage suggests some form of continual interaction with
sites that specialize in the processing of minerals such as salts.
Shell-tempered types by selected provenience (Table 4.5) show that the
DeArmond assemblage does not have any striking difference in composition
between occupation stages. This indicates continuity through time in ceramic
manufacture. However, the relative frequency of minority ceramic types allow for
a closer inspection of short-duration shifts in manufacture practices. The
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Table 4.4: General Sherd Frequencies (All Poveniences)
Shell-Tempered

% of
Assemblage

Count

Plain

13,581

59

Cordmarked

5,493

24

Textile-Impressed

1,523

7

Incised

235

1

Painted

375

2

TOTAL

21,207

93
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Table 4.5: Shell-Tempered Ceramic Types (Selected Proveniences)
Stage

Plain

Cordmarked

TextileImpressed

Incised

Painted

B

1140
(68)

300
(18)

80
(5)

154
(9)

10
(1)

C/D

1380
(64)

567
(26)

167
(8)

19
(1)

38
(2)

E

2040
(60)

919
(27)

350
(10)

8
(0.2)

110
(3)

F

183
(54)

115
(34)

20
(6)

8
(2)

11
(3)

G-1/G

935
(68)

283
(20)

126
(9)

6
(0.4)

35
(3)

H

140
(69)

42
(21)

13
(6)

8
(4)

0
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abundance of painted ceramics from levels C/D, E, F, and G is a characteristic of
Hiwassee island phase components in East Tennessee (Lewis and Kneberg
1946; Lewis et al. 1995; Polhemus 1990; Reed 1987). These ceramics are most
common in Hiwassee Island phase assemblages, but occur in lesser quantities
within Dallas phase assemblages (Polhemus 1990a). The drop-off in painted
ceramics during the Stage B occupation at DeArmond suggests a temporal
placement within the Dallas phase. Low proportions of incised wares during the
C/D to H occupation levels may be temporally affiliated with the Hiwassee Island
phase.
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5 ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS
Goals of the study of the ceramic assemblage from DeArmond are to
determine the occupational history for the mound as well as make extra-local
comparisons to coeval sites from the Chickamauga Basin. As mentioned in
Chapter 4, some of the original material was not curated and is not available for
study. Many of the discarded materials were shell-tempered plain and
cordmarked body sherds. Their absence did not adversely affect the results of
this study because of the general lack of measurable attributes for body sherds.
Rim and body sherds that display vessel morphology or decoration were curated
and comprise the core of this study.
Attributes that illuminate variation are keys to temporal trends. The rim
characteristics used in this study are based on previous studies in the Southeast
(Hally 1986; Holley 1989; Jeffries et al. 1996; Mainfort 2003a, 2003b) in which
rims were used to identify assemblage variation. Vessel appendages also have
been used to distinguish changes in jar forms over time (Hilgeman 2000;
Steponaitis 1983) and are used in this study to classify and seriate jar handle
types.
The attributes used in this study (see Table 4.3) combine morphological,
stylistic, and use-wear characteristics with the goal of identifying a wide range of
variation in the assemblage. Temper, morphology, and surface treatment are
commonly used in ceramic classification (Hilgeman 2000; Orton et al. 1993;
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Steponaitis 1983) and provide general information on the distribution of ceramic
traditions. In this study, temper and surface treatment were identified visually for
all sherds in the assemblage. Identification was facilitated by comparisons with
type collections at the McClung Museum. Vessel morphology classification was
determined by the prodigious whole vessel collection at the museum.
An understanding of the characteristics of Hiwassee Island and Dallas
phase ceramics is important for reconstructing the occupational sequence of the
DeArmond mound. Hiwassee Island phase ceramics are dominated by shelltempered plain vessels, usually jars, with fewer numbers of bowls and bottles.
Surface treatments are dominated by textile- and cord-impressed patterns with
red-filmed, complicated-stamped, and red-on-buff surface treatments showing up
relatively late in time (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 15.3). Dallas phase ceramic
characteristics include many of the types seen in Hiwassee Island phase
components but have a more diverse set of vessel morphology, handle, and
decoration types. Dallas ceramics are still dominated by shell-tempered plain
vessels but with cord- and textile-impressed vessels becoming increasingly minor
in frequency. Filleted-rim bowls, broad- and thin-line incising, and effigy-modeled
wares are widespread decorative varieties, while painted vessels persist but
become increasingly rare. What follows is a synthesis of all attributes recorded
and their relationship in determining the temporal occupation at DeArmond.
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Morphological Analyses
Three types of morphological analyses were constructed for the ceramics
from DeArmond: rim protrusion ratio, rim and shoulder curvature, and jar
appendage types (Figure 5.1). These morphological attributes were studied as a
means for refining our understanding of variation in the Hiwassee Island and
Dallas phase assemblages and to establish if these attributes are chronologically
sensitive. Jar rim protrusion (Figure 5.1A) was recorded as the vessel rim width
divided by the wall width below the rim. Rim curvature (Figure 5.1B) measures
the ratio of rim curvature from the vessel wall and is recorded as the curvature
depth (Y) divided by the curvature height (X). Curvature depth is measured from
the midpoint of the curvature height. Rim angles (Figure 5.1C) were measured by
aligning each profile so that the orifice line was horizontal, then drawing a line
parallel to the midpoint of the rim. A protractor was used to measure the angle
between the rim line and the orifice line. A rim curvature of 0 degrees equates to
a rim protruding perpendicular from the wall, while a measurement of 90 degrees
means that the rim is vertical. A similar method is used to measure shoulder
angles (Figure 5.1D). In this case, a line is drawn parallel to the midpoint of the
shoulder and measured with a protractor. A shoulder angle approaching 90
degrees implies that the vessel body has a vertical profile while an angle
approaching 180 degrees equates to a more globular body.
Before these techniques could be implemented, the “reliability” of the
sherd contexts had to be addressed. Alden (1941a) makes a note about the
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C

D

A

B

Figure 5.1. Jar Morphological Measurements [A, after Holley (1989)]
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Table 5.1: DeArmond Mound Jar Rim Samples
Stage

RPR

RIM
CURVATURE

RIM ANGLE

SHOULDER
ANGLE

B

8

18

20

20

C/D

34

19

38

39

E

18

33

40

41

F

19

13

21

21

G-1/G

5

18

18

18

H

6

5

4

4

“reliability,” or the amount of mixing between levels of each mound construction
stage. Only sherds from soil deposits deemed as stable contexts and free of
mixing between levels (see Table 4.1 for proveniences) were used in the ceramic
analysis (Table 5.1). Besides possible mixing between levels, the proveniences
for many sherds were too generalized for the aims of the analysis. An example of
this problem is the provenience “B/H-Sideslope.” This provenience accounts for
every level of the mound, and is not useful for deciphering chronological trends.
Rim Protrusion Ratio (RPR) was used to measure changes in the form of
jar rims. This technique was adopted from George Holley’s (1989) study of the
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ICT-II tract ceramics at Cahokia. In his study, Holley found that jar rim thickness
displayed a slight thinning over time and could be seriated (1989: 21).
The RPR analysis of DeArmond ceramics utilized 90 of 335 jar rims
selected from unmixed contexts (see Table 4.1). These rims were suitable for
inclusion in the study and were measured for rim protrusion as defined by Holley
(1989: 21). An overwhelming majority of the jars had no observable rim
modification. This initial finding raised a concern over the applicability of such an
approach with East Tennessee ceramic morphological classes. A plot of RPR
values from each mound stage shed some light on this concern (Figure 5.2). The
plot of RPR values by stage displayed only very small fluctuations (from 0.7 to
0.78). RPR values (mean and first standard deviation) overlap for each stage and
no stage is distinctive.
To further test for chronological change in the mound, a similar technique
to the RPR method was used, this time looking at jar rim curvature. Rim
curvature has been suggested as possibly decreasing from Hiwassee Island to
Dallas phase jars in East Tennessee (Lynne Sullivan, personal communication).
Lewis et al. (1995: Table 15.3-15.4) note that Hiwassee Island jars typically have
broad excurved rims while Dallas jars tend to be more vertical in profile. A ratio of
rim curve depth to curve height was used to analyze the same jar sample used in
the RPR analysis.
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Figure 5.2. Jar Rim Protrusion Ratio Values by Stage
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As with the RPR analysis, only sherds from stable contexts were used.
These data (106 of 335 jar rims) depict the suggested trend of decreasing
curvature over time, represented by a lower rim curvature ratio (Figure 5.3).
These results are not conclusive in their own right; ambiguity between stages is
present in the rim curvature index, but to a lesser extent than the RPR data. A
general trend is recognized in the jar morphological class, from vessels with
excurvate rims to vessels with direct or vertical rims. A graph of jar rim shapes
qualitatively assessed during the analysis also shows a gradual shift from
excurvate rims to vertical rims over time (Figure 5.4).
Jar rim angle measurements displayed a pattern similar to the rim
curvature data. Rim angle measurements of jars from each stage display a trend
from lesser to greater angles from Stage H to B (Figure 5.5). Deviations in the
mean between mound stages are still minute, similar to the rim curvature data.
Shoulder angle measurements from occupational stages do not display a
distinctive movement to higher or lower angles (Figure 5.6). Mean values for
each stage fluctuate from lower to higher angles, but the first standard deviation
of each stage overlaps considerably with other stages. The minor increase in
shoulder angle from Stage H to E indicates that some jars have a more globular
body in earlier stages but the differences are not clear-cut.
Handles comprised a large part of the shell-tempered plain surface sherd
assemblage. Handles were categorized by a thickness to width ratio (Hilgeman
2000) with strap handles having a ratio less than 0.4, intermediate handles
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Figure 5.3. Jar Rim Curvature Values by Stage
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Jar Rim Form
vertical

excurvate

100%

80%

abundance

7

20

41

38

101

27

59

68

192

F

E

C/D

B

21

60%

40%

20%

4

14

H

G

0%
occupation stage

Figure 5.4. Jar Rim Form by Stage (# = sample size)
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Figure 5.5. Jar Rim Angle Values by Stage
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Figure 5.6. Jar Shoulder Angle Values by Stage
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ranging from 0.4 to 0.7, and loop handles as greater than 0.7. These
appendages are considered a rough temporal marker in Mississippian ceramics,
with loop handles representing early contexts and strap and lug handles coming
primarily from late contexts (Hilgeman 2000: 216; Polhemus 1990a: 40-41). A
total of 118 lug, 96 loop, 46 intermediate, and 55 strap handles was identified in
the sherd re-analysis. A frequency distribution of handles shows a sharp decline
in the presence of strap handles below the Stage C/D occupation, and a gradual
decline in the abundance of loop handles above the Stage G-1/G occupation
(Figure 5.7). A similar frequency distribution of lug handles displays the same
results, with an increase in the use of lugs in the Stage B and C/D occupation
levels.
Summary
The DeArmond mound assemblage displays a number of morphological
traits that are used to distinguish temporal progressions in the ceramic sample.
Jar rims were used in the study to test temporally sensitive characteristics. Jar
rim protrusion, which has been used to seriate jars in the American Bottom
(Holley 1989), did not perform as well for an eastern Tennessee assemblage
(Table 5.2). Rim curvature and rim angle values from DeArmond displayed
stronger trends through time. Based on this analysis of jars, a trend of
decreasing rim angle and rim curvature from the lower to upper levels of the
DeArmond mound is distinguished. It should be noted that the rim curvature and
angle trends do not distinguish significant breaks from one occupation stage to
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Jar Handles
Loop

Intermediate

Strap

Lug

100%

abundance

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
H

G-1/G

F

E

C/D

occupation stage

Figure 5.7. Jar Handle Frequencies (select contexts)
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B

Table 5.2: Jar Characteristics by Mound Stage (mean values)
Stage

Sample
Size

RPR

Rim
Curve

Orifice
(mm)

Rim
Angle

Neck
Angle

Shoulder
Angle

B

47

0.67

0.11

224

74

93

117

C/D

103

0.69

0.13

229

75

97

120

E

98

0.70

0.14

205

75

96

120

F

44

0.79

0.16

217

71

98

121

G1/G

35

0.73

0.15

213

69

88

120

H

8

0.74

0.17

211

58

86

119
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the next, but do display a large difference from the earliest to latest mound levels.
Morphological data from jar handles bolsters the rim curvature and angle data by
displaying a similar trend in the frequency of strap, loop, and lug handles (Table
5.3). Strap handles become abundant in occupation stages C/D and B, whereas
they were rare or absent in lower levels. This jump in the number and frequency
of strap-handled jars from stage E to C/D suggests a shift in ceramic practices
between the two mound stages. Loop and lug handle frequencies also change
between stages E and C/D. Loop handles decrease in frequency while lug
handles increase. These trends in handle morphology mimic the jar
morphological data to some extent. It is clear that there are discrete changes
occurring in jar rims and handles (from more to less curvature and from less to
more strap and lug handles).
Stylistic Analyses
One attribute typically does not indicate change by itself; a suite of
attributes usually is necessary to reveal temporal trends in ceramic assemblages.
The ceramic assemblage from the DeArmond mound provides an opportunity to
investigate how stylistic traits common in East Tennessee ceramics vary over
time. The whole vessel collection was used along with body and rim sherds in
this aspect of the analysis. Using the same criteria established for the
morphological analyses, selected contexts were used when compiling sherd
counts for individual stylistic types.
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Table 5.3: Ceramic Morphology by Occupational Stage (select contexts)
Vessel Morphological Classes

Appendage Morphological Classes

Stage

Jars

Bowls

Bottles

Basins

Strap
Handles

Intermediate
Handles

Loop
Handles

Lug Handles

B

47

58

3

31

21

14

21

65

C/D

103

46

3

45

4

4

15

21

E

98

78

6

61

1

20

24

13

F

44

37

1

28

1

3

6

12

G-1
G

35

45

2

31

0

3

11

9

H

8

2

0

1

0

0

0

1
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One of the most productive ways to discern small changes in an
assemblage is to look for changes in minority types (Mainfort 2003a). Shell plain
and cordmarked sherds are present in all Mississippian settlements in East
Tennessee and may therefore conceal less well-represented types that show
significant change over time. Pottery types that emerge for a short time in small
numbers are sensitive chronological indicators.
The first stylistic analysis focuses on sherds from minority types found in
the DeArmond assemblage. The original WPA mound excavation counts were
used to determine frequencies for shell-tempered textile-impressed, incised,
trailed, red-filmed, and red-on-buff wares in this analysis. Given the results from
the morphological attribute analysis, it was not startling that changes in the
frequency of minority types were found to occur between occupation stages E
and C/D (Figure 5.8). The trend in this case is a decrease in the abundance of
painted sherds from Stage E to C/D, a sharp increase in the number of incised
and trailed sherds, and, during Stage B, a sharp decrease in the abundance of
textile-impressed sherds. Based on published characteristics of East Tennessee
Mississippian ceramics (Lewis et al. 1995; Polhemus 1990a), the decrease of
red-filmed and red-on-buff wares along with the increase in incised and trailed
wares is consistent with the early part of the Dallas phase.
Along with this trend in minority surface treatments is a change in the ratio
of shell-tempered cordmarked sherds to shell-tempered plain sherds (Figure 5.9).
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Shell Tempered Sherd Frequencies
TEXTILE

INCISED A

INCISED B

RED FILM

RED BUFF

12.0%

10.0%

abundance

8.0%

6.0%

4.0%

2.0%

0.0%

H

G-1/G

F

E

C/D

B

occupation level

Figure 5.8. Decorated Sherd Frequencies (select contexts)
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Figure 5.9. Shell-Tempered Sherd Frequencies (select contexts)
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Mound stages H and G and B and C/D have a greater proportion of plain
to cordmarked sherds while mound stages E and F have only slightly greater
amounts of plain to cordmarked sherds. These trends suggest a combination of
characteristics from Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase ceramic assemblages.
Cordmarked sherds are less abundant early in Hiwassee Island components,
become more common later, and then decline in abundance late in Dallas and
Mouse Creek phase assemblages (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 15.3-5).
Summary
Ceramic vessel surface modifications have been used in past studies to
determine the temporal affiliation of artifact assemblages. A study of the
DeArmond ceramic assemblage distinguishes which decorative types are
sensitive temporal markers. Shell-tempered plain and cordmarked sherds
dominate the assemblage, and mask many of the small variations in minority
ceramic types. Compared to each other, shell-tempered plain and cordmarked
sherds display small fluctuations. The frequency of cordmarked sherds increases
in occupation stages H through E and then becomes less common in stages C/D
through B. This trend of increasing frequencies of cordmarked sherds has been
found in the Chickamauga Basin during the Hiwassee Island phase, while the
decreasing frequency of cordmarked sherds has been seen in the Chickamauga
Basin late in the Dallas phase. Minority ceramic types display the strongest
temporal trends. Shell-tempered incised and painted types change dramatically
in occupation stages C/D and B. Painted sherds drop in frequency during this
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same occupation. The difference in frequency of incised and painted sherds from
stage B suggests that different ceramic practices were taking place during this
time than before. The stylistic data presented above display congruent trends
with the morphological data presented earlier. There are definite changes in the
DeArmond mound ceramic assemblage, which point to two different ceramic
practices. Hiwassee Island phase ceramic types are more abundant in
occupation stages H through E, while stages C/D through B show affinities with
Dallas phase ceramic types.
Whole Vessel Comparisons
Burial vessels can be one of the most reliable artifacts for discerning
change in ceramic types (Steponaitis 1983). At DeArmond, 14 vessels were
originally recovered from burials. One vessel (number 22) was missing at the
time of this study; however, some attributes were recorded for it on the feature
form for the burial. Another vessel (number 21) was originally attributed to burial
82, but Alden (1941a) in his field report indicates that it actually came from the
floor of Feature 16. The remaining 12 burial vessels and general attributes of the
missing vessel were available for study.
Looking at this collection of burial vessels (Table 5.4), one should note
that all originate from the Stage B occupation level. A restricted sample such as
this can be useful for identifying ceramic trends for this, the most recent
occupation level. It is clear that there were a variety of surface decorations
applied to this vessel assemblage. Plain vessels dominate the collection (n=6),
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Table 5.4: Burial Vessel Inventory
Vessel Burial Stage

Temper

Surface

Morph.

Orifice
(mm)

Rim
Curve

Handle

4

12

B

SHELL

INCISED/NODED

JAR

104

0.07

STRAP/LUG

11

15

B

SHELL

FILLETED

JAR

90

0.09

STRAP

16

32

B

SHELL

PUNCTATED

BOWL

615

---

---

5

46

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

110

0.08

STRAP

7

46

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

73

0.06

STRAP

13

46

B

SHELL

FILLETED

BOWL

124

---

---

12

50

B

SHELL

FILLET/EFFIGY

BOWL

127

---

---

14

50

B

SHELL

EFFIGY

BOWL

126

---

---

1

51

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

110

0.13

STRAP

8

51

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

80

0.3

LUG

10

53

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

119

0.07

STRAP/LUG

6

62

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

106

0.08

---

9

62

B

SHELL

PLAIN

JAR

55

---

LOOP

22

91

B

SHELL

INCISED

JAR

N/A

N/A

STRAP/LUG
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while filleted rim vessels also occur more than once (n=3). The presence of
incised, noded, effigy-modeled, and punctated vessels is characteristic of Dallas
phase assemblages in East Tennessee (Lewis et al. 1995; Polhemus 1990a). An
inspection of vessel morphology not surprisingly suggests the burials with pots
are associated with the Dallas phase. Seven of the ten jars have a vertical rim.
Rim curvature ratios for the jars confirm this observation, with an average ratio of
0.1, indicative of a vertical rim. The only exception to the low rim curvature ratio
is vessel 8, which is a miniature version of a lug-handled jar. These small jars
sometimes have accentuated features, such as a curved rim, and tend to have a
higher rim curvature value than larger, utilitarian vessels. As a continuation of the
morphological trend, eight of the ten jars from the burial collection have either
strap or lug handles. The one jar with loop handles also has lug handles.
Vessels that come from the same burial offer a rare glimpse at
synchronous ceramic traits. Four burials have such a configuration. Burial 46 is
represented by two plain, strap-handled jars (Figures A.5 and A.7) with vertical
rims (mean rim curvature ratio of .07). This burial is also accompanied by a
filleted-rim bowl (Figure A.13) with a slipped and polished dark gray exterior.
Burial 50 has two vessels, both bowls, with effigy-modeled designs. Vessel 12
(Figure A.12) is a human head-medallion effigy with spouts on opposite ends,
while vessel 14 (Figure A.14) is a frog effigy with head, arm, leg, and anus
features modeled surrounding the vessel rim. Burial 51 also has two vessels, one
a plain strap-handled jar and the other a plain jar with bifurcated lugs (Figure
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A.8). As mentioned above, the lug-handled jar has a larger rim curvature value
(0.3) while the strap-handled jar has a lower value (0.13). Burial 62, with two
vessels, has one plain jar with an excurved rim (Figure A.6), and the other a plain
vertical rim jar with loop and lug handles (Figure A.9).
Summary
A study of the overall pattern of sherd and vessel morphology and surface
treatments has revealed trends in the ceramic attributes for the DeArmond
mound occupation levels. Ceramic assemblages from occupation levels at
DeArmond display some degree of continuity. Many stylistic types from
DeArmond are seen in every mound level (see Figures 6.8 and 6.9). Painted
wares are found throughout the mound, but are most common in stages G
through E. Stages H and G are represented by a greater abundance of red-onbuff sherds than stages F and E, while stages H and G have a greater
abundance of red-filmed sherds. The high frequency of incised wares in stages B
and C/D is striking in contrast to lower mound stages in which this decoration is
infrequent. The proportion of shell-tempered plain to cordmarked sherds also
changes significantly through time, with Stages C/D and B with a decreased
abundance of cordmarking in comparison to Stages H to E.
The continuous trend in morphological characteristics from each mound
stage implies that there was no substantial temporal gap between occupation
stages (see Table 5.2). However, mound stages H to E are set apart from later
mound stages based on jar rim angle, curvature, form, and handle frequencies.
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Stages H to E have greater rim angles and more rim curvature than Stages C/D
and B. Stages H to E also lack jar handles distinctive of later times (i.e., strap
handles), which are found in greater numbers in stages C/D and B.
DeArmond Temporal Affiliations
Two radiometric dates were obtained for the DeArmond site (see Table
3.11), one from Feature 35, a single burned structure from the village site
adjacent to the base of the mound [cal AD 1280 ± 150, Crane and Griffin 1961]
and the other from the burned floor of Feature 16 on the summit of mound Stage
E [cal AD 1305 ± 50, Lynne Sullivan, personal communication]. The radiocarbon
date for the burned structure adjacent to the mound is not useful for interpreting
when the mound was first constructed, due to the large error range of the date;
nevertheless, it is earlier than the AMS date obtained from Feature 16. The date
from the floor of Feature 16 is useful for establishing a point in time within the
mound occupation sequence.
Much of the evidence discussed in this study points to both Hiwassee
Island and Dallas phase occupations of the DeArmond mound. First, construction
of the paired summits on Stage G-1 and G is similar to Hiwassee Island phase
occupations at the Hiwassee Island mound (40MG31) in the Chickamauga Basin
(Lewis and Kneberg 1946) as well as the Toqua mound (40MR6) in the Tellico
Reservoir (Polhemus 1987). Second, flexed, small-log architecture styles for
DeArmond mound stages H through E are a trait of Hiwassee Island phase
building practices, while the rigid, large-log structures on Stage D and B are
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consistent with Dallas phase building practices (Polhemus 1987; Schroedl 1998).
Third, mortuary practices and grave associations in the Stage C/D and B burials
are characteristic of Dallas phase components. The lack of burials in mound
occupation stages H through E has been argued as consistent with Hiwassee
Island phase mortuary practices (Schroedl 1998), while the abundance of burials
in stages C/D and B is common in Dallas phase mounds. A date for the
rattlesnake gorget from Stage D burial 76 likely corresponds to the early fifteenth
century in eastern Tennessee (Sullivan 2001), but may be later in the fifteenth
century (Muller 1997: 376). Plain and incised jars with strap and lug handles, a
feature of Dallas phase ceramic vessels, dominate the vessel mortuary offerings
in Stage B.
Evidence from the sherd analysis supports the occupation of both
Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase occupations at DeArmond. Rim morphological
attributes of shell-tempered jars display a trend of vertical rims and low shoulder
curvature (spherical body) from mound stages B to C/D and excurvate rims and
more curved shoulders (globular body) from mound stages E to H. As mentioned
earlier, broadly excurved jars with globular bodies (Figure A.2) are characteristic
of Hiwassee Island phase ceramics, while vertical rims with spherical bodies
(Figure A.10) are found in Dallas phase ceramic assemblages. Jar handle types
also display a trend from high frequencies of loop handles in stages C/D to G and
high frequencies of strap handles in stages B and C/D. Lug handles are most
abundant in stages B and C/D, with few recovered in stages E through H.
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Stylistic analysis of the DeArmond mound ceramics displays temporal
trends similar to the morphological analysis. Incised sherds are prevalent in
mound stages C/D and B and rare in stages E to H, while red-filmed and red-onbuff sherds are represented by high frequencies in stages E to H, but become
less common in stages C/D and B. The ratio of shell-tempered plain to
cordmarked sherds indicates that during the later occupations of the mound in
Stage B, cordmarked sherds less abundant. This pattern is consistent with late
Mississippian assemblages in East Tennessee (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 5.7;
Reed 1987: 653-654).
The preponderance of strap and lug handles, jars with vertical rims and
spherical bodies, and an abundance of incised sherds in stages B and C/D
correspond to a temporal placement within the Dallas phase. A lack of strap and
lug handles, the abundance of loop handles and painted sherds along with
excurved rim and globular bodied jars in stages E to H signifies a temporal
affiliation within the Hiwassee Island phase.
Based on these lines of evidence and the one reliable radiometric date,
the DeArmond mound was initially constructed sometime in the mid to late
Hiwassee Island phase, between AD 1200 and 1250. The mound was inhabited
continuously until the first quarter of the fourteenth century. Early in the 1300s,
the mound either remained unused for some time, possibly as much as 100
years, or there were rapid changes in ceramic manufacturing customs. If the
former is true, a re-occupation of the mound occurred during the Dallas phase in
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the first quarter of the fifteenth century. Precisely how long this second
occupation lasted is not well established. The substantial size of mound
construction during Stage B, based on volume, suggests that this last occupation
was not short and could have lasted until the middle of the sixteenth century.
Regional Comparisons
With the temporal affiliation established for the DeArmond ceramic
assemblage, I now look briefly at how the site compares to coeval settlements in
East Tennessee. The emphasis here will be on Mississippian sites located in the
Chickamauga Basin in southeastern Tennessee. The Chickamauga Basin has
been the locus of Mississippian research in Tennessee for the past 60 years.
Many of the attributes used to define Mississippian settlements in eastern
Tennessee were derived from excavations conducted in the region during the
1930s and 1940s. Characteristics of Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase sites in
the Chickamauga Basin discussed below are taken from site trait lists in Lewis et
al. (1995). These trait lists were constructed for the purpose of comparing sites
within and between regions and serve the purpose here of identifying general
extra-local similarities and differences.
Ceramic attributes have been recorded from Mississippian sites in the
Chickamauga Basin (Figure 5.10). These attributes are similar to those recorded
from the DeArmond mound site and are used in an intra-regional comparison.
Sullivan and Baumann (Sullivan, personal communication) collected
morphological data for jar rims from sealed contexts at three of the Mississippian
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Figure 5.10. Location of DeArmond and Chickamauga Basin Sites
(from Helmkamp 1985: Figure 4)
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sites used in this comparison: Hiwassee Island (40MG31), Hixon (40HA3), and
Dallas (40HA1).
The Hiwassee Island site has both Hiwassee Island and Dallas
occupations. The Hiwassee Island phase ceramics are typical of the phase with
shell plain, cord- and textile-impressed wares predominant. Complicatedstamped designs, along with red-filmed and red-on-buff vessels emerge early in
the occupation. The Dallas phase ceramics are contrasted by the addition of
Dallas Decorated sherds (incising, modeling, punctating, and filleted rims) in the
levels above the Hiwassee Island phase component (Lewis and Kneberg 1946).
The terminal Hiwassee Island phase occupation (Stage E-1) was dated
radiometrically to cal AD 1235 ± 40 (Sullivan 2001).
The Hixon site also has both a Hiwassee Island and Dallas occupation.
Hixon pottery distributions are characteristic of both phases. There are a number
of jars with excurved rims and loop handles, complicated-stamped, red-filmed,
and red-on-buff vessels. There also exist a number of jars with vertical rims and
strap handles, appliqué fillet bowls and jars, and incised and modeled vessels.
The Dallas phase pottery assemblage is used in this study due to very small
sample sizes in the Hiwassee Island phase levels. A date of cal AD 1235 ± 50
(Sullivan 2001) for the Hiwassee Island phase levels (mound Stage B, Floor O)
of the Hixon mound puts it at about the same time as the terminal Hiwassee
Island phase occupation at the Hiwassee Island site. The Dallas occupation of
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the Hixon mound (Stage A), as defined by Lewis and Kneberg (Lewis et al.
1995), thus post-dates the thirteenth century.
The Dallas site ceramics also show a combination of characteristics for
Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase occupations. There is a preponderance of
Dallas types at this site with bottles, filleted jars and bowls, incised wares and
effigy-modeled vessels. There remains a bit of early Mississippian influence in
the assemblage with excurved rim jars and jars with folded rims, loop handles,
and complicated-stamped, red-filmed, and red-on-buff sherds in minor amounts.
Two radiometric dates from Dallas, cal AD 1410 ± 50 and cal AD 1405 ± 50
(Sullivan 2001) were obtained from the burned, terminal occupation of the village.
Just as many of the sites discussed from the Chickamauga Basin,
ceramics from the DeArmond mound display characteristics of two different
cultural behaviors. Plain and cordmarked vessels comprise the bulk of the
DeArmond sherd assemblage in both the Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase
components, but the relative abundance of the two types differ through time; the
latest occupation level (Stage B) is represented by few cordmarked sherds
relative to earlier frequencies. Stages H and G both have low frequencies of
cordmarked sherds, similar to stages B and C/D. The abundances of red-filmed
and red-on-buff sherds in stages E to H are much higher than stages C/D and B.
Incising is seen in the lower stages at DeArmond and gradually becomes more
common through time, but dramatically increases in mound stage C/D.
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Morphological attributes of jars at the DeArmond mound display changes
in form. Handle types also gradually shift in proportion between the early and late
components in the mound. Loop handles are the dominant type in the Hiwassee
Island assemblage, highest during Stage G, and decrease gradually through time
as strap handles rise in abundance. By the Stage B occupation, they occur in
equal amounts. Of interest here is the occurrence of intermediate handles. The
number of intermediate handles rises significantly during the Stage E and F
occupations, and then decreases again after the Stage E occupation when strap
handles become more common. Lug handles, found in every occupation stage
except H, are more frequent in stages B and C/D. Jar rims in the Hiwassee
Island phase occupation stages are predominantly excurvate although vertical
rims are present in smaller quantities. The highest ratios of excurvate to vertical
rims are in stages G and H, with E and F excurvate rims becoming less
abundant. Dallas phase occupations of the mound are depicted by a high ratio of
vertical to excurvate rims. This trend is also seen in jar rim angle measurements.
Stages G and H have much lower rim angles than later stages, as well as lower
shoulder angles than later stages (except for Stage B).
The lowest two levels of the mound (Stages H and G) appear different
than the overlying levels (Stages F and E). This difference may represent a
temporal shift in ceramics between the mound occupation levels. These levels
are considered separately in the comparison with the Chickamauga Basin sites.
The Hiwassee Island phase component of the DeArmond mound is referred to as
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“DeArmond 1” (mound stages H and G) and “DeArmond 2” (mound stages F and
E), while the Dallas phase component is referred to as “DeArmond 3” (mound
stages C/D and B).
Methods for collecting morphological data on jars from the Chickamauga
Basin sites are consistent with the methods used for measuring jars at the
DeArmond mound site. Sites and site components are arranged based on
current knowledge of the temporal affiliation of each (Table 5.5). Hiwassee Island
1 is earliest in the sequence of components because the end of this occupation
was radiometrically dated to the mid-1200s, earlier than any other site in the
sample. DeArmond 1 is next because the lower two levels of the mound appear
to be similar to stage E from Hiwassee Island, suggesting a rough temporal
affinity between the two sites. DeArmond 2 is placed later based on the
radiometric date obtained from stage E (cal AD 1305), the terminal layer of the
Hiwassee Island phase occupation. The lower levels of the Hixon mound date
earlier (cal AD 1235) than DeArmond stage E; however, ceramics from this lower
section of the mound could not be used in this analysis. The upper portion of the
Hixon mound (Stage A) dates after the mid-thirteenth century, was designated a
Dallas occupation by Lewis and Kneberg (Lewis et al. 1995) and thus likely postdates stage E at DeArmond. Hiwassee Island 2 and DeArmond 3 are next in
order because these mound levels overlay the Hiwassee Island phase
components of their respective sites. Dallas is placed last in temporal order
because of the late radiometric dates from the burned village level.
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Table 5.5: Site Components Used in Intra-Regional Comparison
Site

Site Name

Component

Component ID

Radiometric Date

40HA1

Dallas

Village Level 1-3

Dal

cal AD 1405 ± 50
cal AD 1410 ± 50

40RE12

DeArmond

Mound Stage A-D

De 3

40MG31

Hiwassee
Island

Mound Stage A-D

HI 2

40HA3

Hixon

Mound Stage A-C

Hix

cal AD 1235 ± 50

40RE12

DeArmond

Mound Stage E-F

De 2

cal AD 1305 ± 50

40RE12

DeArmond

Mound Stage G-H

De 1

40MG31

Hiwassee
Island

Mound Stage E-H

HI 1
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cal AD 1235 ± 40

This arrangement approximates the overall chronology of the site
assemblages and is sufficient for examining ceramic variability. Fluctuations in
attribute ranges are likely an artifact of both the small samples taken from each
site (Table 5.6) and the possibility of mixing between mound deposits. Data on
attributes from the Chickamauga Basin sites were not collected by myself,
therefore errors in inter-observer analyses may cause slight variations in the two
datasets. A summary of the inter-site analysis is presented below.
Jar rim curvature measurements display a slight decrease through time
(Figure 5.11). This trend indicates that jar rims shift from an excurvate to vertical
profile as time progresses. This trend is somewhat distorted by the Hiwassee
Island 2 sample. This sample has the largest first and second standard
deviations and may represent mixing between occupational stages. The values
for rim curvature from the other site components conform to the general trend
expected.
The rim curvature trend is supported by data on jar rim angles (Figure
5.12). The increasing angle values from Hiwassee Island 1, DeArmond, and
Dallas supports the observation that jars become increasingly vertical in profile
over time. The Hiwassee Island 2 and Hixon data, however, do not conform to
the overall trend seen in the other components. The divergence of Hixon rim
angle data is at odds with rim curvature data discussed above.
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Table 5.6: Intra-Regional Jar Rim Samples
Component

RPR

RIM
CURVATURE

RIM ANGLE

SHOULDER
ANGLE

Dal

6

15

43

20

De 3

54

27

55

56

HI 2

25

20

50

19

Hix

12

6

32

5

De 2

34

36

46

46

De 1

18

23

25

25

HI 1

13

10

23

11
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Figure 5.11. Rim Curvature Values for Chickamauga Basin and DeArmond
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Figure 5.12. Rim Angle Values for Chickamauga Basin and DeArmond
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Jar rim protrusion data are consistent within the sample (Figure 5.13). There is
no significant change in jar rim thickness. Hiwassee Island components 1 and 2
diverge from the other sites with a pronounced trend of more to less protrusion of
jar rims through time. This test appears to mark clear distinctions in the Hiwassee
Island jar sample, while not displaying distinctions among the other test
components.
The sample of jars display a trend from high to lower shoulder angles over
time (Figure 5.14). This measurement characterizes the profile of a jar body.
When shoulder angle decreases, the jar profile changes from a globular to
spherical form. The data here suggest that forms that are more globular were
prevalent early, while a spherical body was typical of later jars.
The metric attributes yield additional insights into how DeArmond
compares with Mississippian sites from the Chickamauga Basin in East
Tennessee. The Hiwassee Island 1, Hixon, DeArmond, and Dallas sites show
consistent change in morphological attributes through time. The Dallas
component of the Hiwassee Island mound differs from the other sites. This
anomaly raises questions about the chronological placement of the Dallas
component from the mound. The one radiometric date obtained from Hiwassee
Island is from the terminal Hiwassee Island phase occupation. The abrupt
change in ceramic styles and weathered mound surface suggest the mound was
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Figure 5.13. Rim Protrusion Ratio Values for Chickamauga Basin and
DeArmond
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Figure 5.14. Shoulder Angle Values for Chickamauga Basin and DeArmond
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abandoned for a time and then re-occupied (Sullivan 2002). Based on stylistic
ceramic traits, the re-occupation of the mound occurred during the Dallas phase,
but it is possible that this hiatus was very brief and that the Dallas component is
very early. Another possibility is that the sherd samples are from mixed contexts.
Yet another possibility is that the ceramics are somewhat different than those of
the other sites.
It is clear from ceramic data, burial practices, and mound and structure
forms, that the mound at DeArmond was first occupied during the late Hiwassee
Island phase (AD 1200-1300). However, it does not share all of the
characteristics of a Hiwassee Island phase occupation as originally defined by
Lewis and Kneberg (1946). First, there is very little shell-tempered complicatedstamped pottery at the DeArmond mound. The few sherds that are present are in
the later mound Stage B have curvilinear designs similar to Savannah
Complicated-stamped pottery (AD 1200-1350) from northern Georgia (Wauchope
1966: 79). Shell-tempered complicated-stamped sherds with rectilinear designs
(nested diamonds) similar to earlier, Etowah phase (AD 1000-1200) ceramics
from northern Georgia are more common in Hiwassee Island phase sites from
the Chickamauga Basin (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 5.9). It should be noted,
however, that the Hixon site, which has a Hiwassee Island component, does not
have any shell-tempered complicated-stamped wares attributed to the Hiwassee
Island phase (Lewis et al. 1995: Table 24.5). The late Hiwassee Island
component from the Toqua site in the Tellico Reservoir also lacks any shell157

tempered complicated-stamped sherds attributed to the Hiwassee Island phase
(Reed 1987). Early Hiwassee Island phase sites in the Chickamauga Basin, such
as the Hiwassee Island mound, display similarity in complicated-stamped
ceramic types from Georgia (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 104; Lewis et al. 1995:
110) except for the substitution of shell-temper for the sand used in northern
Georgia. Shell-tempered complicated-stamped sherds were also recovered from
the Hiwassee Island phase component at Martin Farm (40MR20) in the Tellico
Reservoir (Schroedl 1985). The Hiwassee Island phase component from this site
dated between AD 1000 and AD 1200. Perhaps there was more interaction in the
early part of the Hiwassee Island phase between the northern Georgia sites and
those in the Chickamauga Basin and Tellico Reservoir than there was later in the
phase in these areas.
Another divergence from sites in the Chickamauga Basin is the presence
of small amounts of broad-lined incising in the Hiwassee Island phase
component at DeArmond. According to Polhemus (1990a: 41), broad-lined
incised wares do not become noticeable until the middle of the Dallas phase (AD
1300-1400).
DeArmond mound architecture also diverges from observed forms from
the Chickamauga Basin. The circular “rotunda” structures uncovered in the
Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase levels of the Hiwassee Island mound (Lewis
and Kneberg 1946) are not seen in any level of the DeArmond mound. The
presence of “arbors” or “porches” at both the Hiwassee Island and DeArmond
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mounds is similar. However, these structures have three sides at DeArmond
while those at the Hiwassee Island mound have two parallel sides.
Summary
Based solely on the ceramic data, mound stages H through E at the
DeArmond site are similar to late Hiwassee Island phase (AD 1200-1300)
settlements in many respects (presence of textile-impressed, red-filmed, and redon-buff surface treatments, loop handles, and excurvate jar rims) but differ in
other ways (absence of complicated-stamped sherds, presence of trailed pottery,
and an early use of strap handles) from what has been previously characterized
for the region of East Tennessee (Lewis and Kneberg 1946; Lewis et al. 1995;
Polhemus 1990; Reed 1987). The Dallas phase ceramic component from
DeArmond (mound stages C/D and B) is similar to contemporaneous
components from the Hixon and Dallas sites (presence of Dallas Decorated
pottery, use of strap and lug handles, and jars with vertical rims) and does not
differ except for the continued use of textile-impressed “salt pan” vessels. The
inclusion of a few shell-tempered, complicated-stamped sherds with designs
similar to Savannah Complicated-stamped pottery from northern Georgia
(Wauchope 1966: 79) also is an interesting addition to the Dallas phase
assemblage from the DeArmond mound.
It is clear that ceramic characteristics are not consistent throughout
eastern Tennessee. Based on ceramic evidence from the DeArmond mound,
contemporary sites in Watts Bar (i.e., Bell [40RE1], Long Island [40RE17], and
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Upper Hampton [85RH41]) and sites from areas further north may display similar
departures from the ceramic sequence originally established from the
Chickamauga Basin excavations. However, it is difficult to determine the
variations that may exist in other areas of eastern Tennessee based on the
distribution of investigated sites at this time. Archaeologists have not analyzed
ceramic collections from many Woodland and Mississippian sites in the Ft.
Loudon and Norris Basin Reservoirs. This situation creates problems for
generalizing about intra-regional variations. Further research in these areas will
surely provide archaeologists in eastern Tennessee with a greater
comprehension of this intra-regional variation.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
Research Objectives
The DeArmond ceramic assemblage is used as the primary line of
evidence for realizing the stated objectives of this study: (1) synthesizing the data
into a report on the DeArmond mound excavation; (2) establishing a
chronological sequence for the mound occupation stages; and (3) comparing the
ceramic assemblage with sites farther to the south in the Chickamauga Basin in
an effort to understand intra-regional variation in Mississippian ceramic
assemblages. A synthesis of the ceramic data was provided, with reference to
the original excavated collection and the collection available today. Ceramic,
burial, and architectural artifact classes, in conjunction with radiometric dates,
were used to establish an occupational history for the mound and, with this
timeline, investigate similarities and differences between the DeArmond mound
assemblages and sites in the Chickamauga Basin.
Establishing a chronological sequence for the mound occupation, a
primary objective in this study, was accomplished by a careful inspection of
artifact attributes that displayed diachronic change. A combination of ceramic,
burial, and architectural evidence were used to realize this goal. A second
objective, to make comparisons with coeval sites from the Chickamauga Basin,
was made possible by standardized attributes that can be examined intraregionally. Ceramic attributes were used primarily for this objective, although
general architectural and burial practices were used as a supplementary source
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of data. The last objective of this study, to synthesize data from the 1941
excavations of the DeArmond mound, may prove to be useful to anyone
conducting Mississippian period research in eastern Tennessee. Some of the
attributes considered widespread in this region were shown to have spatial
variation. Ceramic types such as Hiwassee Island complicated-stamped, not
present at DeArmond, are found in early Mississippian sites in the Chickamauga
Basin and Tellico Reservoir. Yet, a later variant of shell-tempered complicatedstamped pottery is found at DeArmond.
Future investigations within the locality of DeArmond may further refine
the variations that have been established. Alden’s field report from DeArmond
(1941a) was preliminary, with no synthesis of the data for a published report on
the site. Although this study does not constitute a report on every artifact
dimension represented in the DeArmond mound artifact assemblage, it does
encompass a majority of what is available for study today. The preponderance of
data available was essential for investigating questions concerning the
occupational history at DeArmond. Ceramic evidence enables close inspection of
diachronic changes in prehistoric manufacture and use; however, a broad-scale
view of culture continuity and change must include more than one artifact class.
The mound construction, burial, and structure data at DeArmond were plentiful
and well documented, which made the task of documenting variations in the
mound occupation levels possible.
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Mound Use History
Mound stages H (the initial occupation stage) through E (the fourth
occupation stage) are characterized by pottery dominated by shell-tempered
plain and cordmarked surfaces, with lesser amounts of textile-impressed and
painted wares. Painted vessels correspond to the types Hiwassee Island Red
Filmed and Hiwassee Island Red-on-Buff, a characteristic type of the Hiwassee
Island phase in East Tennessee. Small amounts of trailed surface treatments
were found in these lower levels and may be an early distinction from typical
Hiwassee Island phase ceramic practices. Jar morphology during this time is
characterized by flaring rims with excurved shoulders and a globular body.
Structures from these earliest levels display characteristics of Hiwassee Island
building practices. These structures tended to be rectangular in shape and were
built from small posts set singly or in a trench.
Burials are not present in the early mound occupation stages. The one
burial attributed to Stage F (number 93), may be contentious due to the inclusion
of a ceramic pipe more typical of the Dallas phase and the proximity to three
other burials that were associated with the Stage B occupation. One of the Stage
B burials nearest the burial from Stage F had two similarly formed ceramic pipes
associated with it. This suggests that Burial 93 may be wrongly identified as
originating from Stage F. The lack of burials from the earliest four mound
occupation stages is consistent with currently defined Hiwassee Island burial
practices. Previous research suggests that Mississippian people in East
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Tennessee interred their dead in Hamilton mounds up until circa AD 1200
(Schroedl 1978). It is interesting to note that two Hamilton mounds (40RE12 units
15 and 16) were surveyed 1000 feet to the south-southwest of the DeArmond
mound.
After the occupation of Stage E, a shift was observed in artifacts
associated with later occupation stages. Stage C/D, a combination of two
contemporary building episodes, has ceramic types stylistically similar to earlier
occupation stages, with few incised sherds and numerous painted sherds.
However, the morphological attributes of vessels from this stage suggest a
change. Jar handle measurements indicate change through time. Stage C/D has
a high frequency of loop handles, but also has an increase in the number of strap
handles, which were rarely found in earlier levels. Lug handles also show a
dramatic increase in abundance during the Stage C/D occupation. Metric
attributes of jars indicate that in later stages of the mound, rims are vertical in
profile and jars have a spherical body as opposed to earlier jars having rims with
broadly excurvate profiles and globular bodies. Burial data for occupation stages
C/D and B suggest dramatic change in mortuary practices. If the placement of
Burial 93 with Stage B is correct, then all 95 interments took place in the last two
mound occupation stages. The inclusion of an engraved shell gorget in Burial 76
of Stage D provides a rough temporal marker for the stage. Varieties of the
fenestrated rattlesnake gorget from Burial 76 are found in late Mississippian
components throughout the mid-South during the mid-fifteenth century (Muller
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1997: 374). A rattlesnake gorget recovered from the Dallas site (40HA1), similar
to the variety recovered from the DeArmond mound, dates to the early 1400s
(Sullivan 2001).
The DeArmond mound displays occupational characteristics of two distinct
phases. The first, a Hiwassee Island phase occupation, is consistent with the
initial construction of the mound (Stage H), likely sometime in the early thirteenth
century, and continuing until the fourth building stage (Stage E) in the middle
fourteenth century. The next set of mound occupation stages illustrates different
cultural behaviors. No radiometric data exist for the latest occupation layers, but
diagnostic artifact types place this episode sometime in the early part of the
fifteenth century.
Variations in mound volume reveal possible differences in the duration of
mound use. The earliest mound stages, H and G, have the most volume as well
multiple summit structures. In contrast, stages F and E are the thinnest layers
from the early mound occupation and both have a single summit structure
pattern. Stages B and C/D each have large volumes during the later mound
occupation and more than one superimposed summit structure. Greater mound
volume seems to indicate a longer mound occupation, and vice versa.
Understanding the total duration of the early and late occupation components
may facilitate assigning absolute time ranges to the various occupation stages. I
suggest that mound stages H through E were occupied from AD 1250-1350. This
100-year time span divided into the four occupation stages suggests a 25 year
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span per stage. When mound volume and structure superposition are considered
for the lower four stages, the occupations are not represented by equal
durations. Realistic durations for these stages may be represented by doubling
the amount of time stages H and G were occupied relative to stages F and E,
within the possible 100-year early occupation duration. In this way, stages H and
G may have been occupied 30-35 years each, while stages F and E each may
have been occupied for 15 to 20 years. As mentioned earlier, there are no
absolute dates for mound stages B and C/D, however it is likely that these stages
had similar occupation durations to stages H and G. The Stage B occupation,
being the most substantial mound building episode, undoubtedly persisted for a
longer period than any other stage, possibly as much as 50 years or more.
Regional Interactions
A comparison of DeArmond diagnostic ceramics with similar data from
Chickamauga Basin sites yielded more questions than answers. Stylistically,
DeArmond is similar to Hiwassee Island and Dallas phase occupations in the
Chickamauga Basin. However, the absence of shell-tempered complicatedstamped wares in the Hiwassee Island phase component is conspicuous at
DeArmond. This type is thought to be an indicator of interaction between
Chickamauga Basin sites and contemporaneous settlements in northern
Georgia. Metric attribute comparisons of jars place DeArmond within the range of
variation observed in the Chickamauga Basin sites. However, vessel data from
the Dallas component of the Hiwassee Island mound diverge significantly from
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the trends seen in the other three sites. The divergence in the Hiwassee Island
mound ceramics may relate to our misunderstanding of when the mound was reoccupied, possibly being much earlier than was previously thought. The
radiometric date of cal. AD 1235 ± 40 from the terminal Hiwassee Island phase
stage at the Hiwassee Island mound allows for the possibility that the Dallas
phase occupation of the same mound may have began during late thirteenth
century. Another possibility is that the ceramics from the Dallas component of the
Hiwassee Island site are somewhat different than the assemblages from the
other compared sites.
Not mentioned in this study until now is biological affinity between
individuals at Mississippian sites in eastern Tennessee. Research on the
biological distance between individuals at Dallas and Mouse Creek phase sites
displays a close biological affinity between males in these two groups and at the
same time significant differences in the affinity of females (Boyd and Boyd 1991).
This perspective raises questions about the nature of prehistoric movement of
people and/or ideas throughout East Tennessee in the late prehistoric period.
Helmkamp (1985) studied individuals buried at the DeArmond site in Watts Bar
and the Hixon, Dallas, and Hiwassee Island sites in the Chickamauga Basin for
biological affinity. The study showed no significant differences between any of
the populations in the study (Helmkamp 1985). The presence of a rattlesnake
gorget (“Lick Creek” style, after Muller [1997]) at the Dallas site dating to the
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early 1400s and a similar style at the DeArmond mound may indicate some level
of social interaction between sites in the region during the Dallas phase.
This intra-regional study has shown that DeArmond displays similarities as
well as differences (in pottery production, architecture, and mound construction
forms) with coeval sites to the south in the Chickamauga Basin. The level of
interaction between the sites discussed in this study cannot be determined based
solely on the evidence presented here. It is hopeful that more work on
Mississippian period sites excavated during the WPA-era will yield more data on
late prehistoric occupations in East Tennessee. Questions regarding site
interaction and occupation sequence ultimately will be interpreted with studies of
this kind.
Conclusions
In general, there has been a lack of work on WPA-era excavated material
in Tennessee outside of the Chickamauga Basin. These excavations and their
related collections, although dated, can be a meaningful source for addressing
contemporary issues in Southeastern archaeology. As for preservation, the
WPA-era excavations represent some of the last vestiges of significant
archaeological resources in eastern Tennessee. The DeArmond site (40RE12) is
a significant archaeological resource and desperately needs incorporation into
our understanding of the prehistory of the region.
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Many sites in eastern Tennessee have not been studied to any degree
and others have been given only brief notice. The DeArmond site does not
represent all of the variation that may be found in East Tennessee Mississippian
sites. Areas to the north of the Watts Bar Reservoir, such as the Norris Basin,
offer more opportunities to look for variations in Mississippian culture. Reanalysis
of sites in this area likely would uncover more temporal and spatial variations that
could benefit Mississippian research in the region.
Establishing chronological sequences for Mississippian sites in East
Tennessee is an issue that needs assessment by more archaeologists in the
area. The lack of a good understanding of Mississippian settlement patterns in
East Tennessee distinguishes the region from areas to the south in Georgia and
Alabama where research into inter-site political structure has been proposed and
tested. Before any compelling inferences are made about the structure of late
prehistoric societies in eastern Tennessee, studies that refine the chronology and
test for variability in Mississippian societies are necessary and surely will be
conducted more often in the future.
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Figure A.1 Fenestrated Rattlesnake Gorget (F.S. B.76 (1))
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Figure A.2. Vessel 2 (F.S. 711)
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Figure A.3. Vessel 3 (F.S. 193)
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Figure A.4. Vessel 4 (F.S. 260)
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Figure A.5. Vessel 5 (F.S. B.46 (2))
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Figure A.6. Vessel 6 (F.S. B.62 (1B))
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Figure A.7. Vessel 7 (F.S. B.46 (3))
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Figure A.8. Vessel 8 (F.S. B.51 (1))
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Figure A.9. Vessel 9 (F.S. B.62 (1A))
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Figure A.10. Vessel 10 (F.S. B.53 (1))
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Figure A.11. Vessel 11 (F.S. 325)
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Figure A.12. Vessel 12 (F.S. B.50 (1))
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Figure A.13. Vessel 13 (F.S. B.46 (1))
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Figure A.14. Vessel 14 (F.S. 446)
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Figure A.15. Vessel 15 (F.S. 470)
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Figure A.16. Vessel 16 (F.S. 469)
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Figure A.17. Vessel 17 (F.S. 330)
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Figure A.18. Vessel 18 (Stage B - Summit)
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Figure A.19. Vessel 19 (F.S. 435)
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Figure A.20. Vessel 20 (F.S. 412)
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Figure A.21. Vessel 21 (F.S. B.82 (4))
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Figure A.22. Shell-Tempered Plain Jars
(A) pointed jar, (B) flared-rim jar, (C) scalloped-rim jar, (D) folded-rim jar, (E)
flared-rim jar
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Figure A.23. Shell-Tempered Cordmarked
(A) folded-rim jar, (B) lug handle jar, (C) folded-rim jar, (D) thickened-rim jar
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Figure A.24. Shell-Tempered Incised
(A) filleted rim and incised type 11, (B) incised type 3, (C) incised strap handle,
(D) incised strap handle
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Figure A.25. Shell-Tempered Trailed
(A) trailed type 9, (B) trailed type 10, (C) trailed type 7, (D) trailed type 8, (E)
trailed type 8
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Figure A.26. Shell-Tempered Textile-Impressed
(A) type 2A, (B) type 2B, (C) type 2A, (D) type 3, (E) type 4, (F) type 2A
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Figure A.27. Shell-Tempered Plain Strap and Lug Handles
(A) strap handle jar, (B) strap handle jar, (C) scalloped-rim bowl, (D) lug handle
jar, (E) lug handle jar, (F) lug handle jar, (G) lug handle jar
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Figure A.28. Shell-Tempered Plain Loop Handles
(A) loop handle jar, (B) loop handle jar, (C) loop handle jar, (D) loop handle jar,
(E) loop handle jar, (F) loop handle jar
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Figure A.29. Shell-Tempered Plain Lug Handles
(A) lug handle jar, (B) lug handle jar, (C) lug handle jar, (D) lug handle jar, (E) lug
handle jar, (F) lug handle jar, (G) bifurcated lug handle jar, (H) bifurcated lug
handle jar
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Figure A.30. Shell-Tempered Filleted-Rim
(A) bowl, (B) burnished and polished bowl, (C) jar
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Figure A.31. Shell-Tempered Filleted-Rim Bowls
(A-D) bowls

213

Figure A.32. Shell-Tempered Punctated
(A) incised and punctated bowl, (B) jar, (C) incised and punctated jar, (D) cazuela
bowl, (E) bowl, (F) lug jar

214

Figure A.33. Shell-Tempered Red-Filmed
(A) bowl, (B) effigy-modeled, (C) effigy-modeled, (D) bowl, (E) bowl, (F) bowl, (G)
bowl

215

Figure A.34. Shell-Tempered Red-on-Buff
(A) lug handle bowl, (B) “cross in circle” motif, (C) hachured triangle, (D)
rectilinear, (E) rectilinear, (F) rectilinear, (G) rectilinear, (H) rectilinear, (I)
hachured triangle and loops, (J) hachured triangle, (K) hachured triangle and
loops, (L) hachured triangle
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Figure A.35. Sand-Tempered Negative Painted
(A-D) “cross in circle” motif

217

Figure A.36. Shell-Tempered Zoomorphic Effigy-Modeled
(A) bird effigy, (B) bird effigy, (C) frog effigy, (D) dog effigy, (E) conch shell effigy,
(F) owl effigy, (G) conch shell effigy
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Figure A.37. Shell-Tempered Anthropomorphic Effigy-Modeled
(A-E) human effigy

219

A

B

Figure A.38. Shell-Tempered Human Effigy-Modeled
(A) human effigy handle, (B) human leg from figurine
220

Figure A.39. Shell-Tempered Complicated Stamp
(A-D) “cross in circle” motif

221

Figure A.40. Limestone-Tempered
(A) tri-podal foot, (B) simple stamp, (C) check stamp, (D) check stamp, (E)
cordmark, (F) incised, (G) incised, (H) check stamp
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Figure A.41. Sand, Quartz, and Grit Temper
(A) sand temper check stamp, (B) sand temper cordmarked, (C) sand temper
simple stamp, (D) quartz temper cordmarked, (E) grit temper complicated stamp,
(F) grit temper plain
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Table B.1: DeArmond Mound Ceramic Distributions (Limestone)
Ceramic Types
Limestone
Provenience

Plain

Cord
Imp.

Check
Stamp

Comp.
Stamp

Incise

Simple
Stamp

A-Slope

1

1

0

0

0

0

B-Summit

0

0

1

0

0

2

B-Fill

2

12

4

1

0

0

B-Slope

71

163

49

3

0

34

B-West Slope

0

0

0

0

0

0

B-Burials

10

29

5

3

0

7

B-Structures

1

0

2

0

0

0

C-All

29

25

3

0

0

9

D-Fill

51

70

16

0

1

11

D-Slope

16

11

3

1

1

1

D-Burials

1

0

0

0

0

0

D-Structures

0

0

1

0

0

1

E-Summit

5

16

3

0

0

5

E-Structure

1

2

0

0

0

0

E-Fill

39

68

7

0

0

19

E-Clay Slope

70

88

20

0

1

28

E-Fill Slope

3

0

0

0

0

8

F-Fill

13

12

2

0

0

0

F-Slope

15

43

16

3

0

6

F-Ash Slope

1

1

2

0

0

0

F-Burial

0

3

1

0

0

0

G1-Loam Fill

11

13

3

0

0

10

G1-Clay Slope

2

7

1

0

0

3

G1-Sand Fill

17

29

0

0

0

12

G-Clay Slope

3

10

1

0

0

1

G-Fill

18

0

1

1

0

3

G-Sand Slope

13

28

5

0

0

6

H-Summit

0

0

0

0

0

0

H-Fill

3

13

0

1

0

4

Dump

0

0

1

1

0

0
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Table B.2: DeArmond Mound Ceramic Distributions (Sand)
Ceramic Types
Sand
Provenience

Plain

Check
Stamp

Comp.
Stamp

Paint

Neg.
Paint

A-Slope

0

0

0

0

0

B-Summit

0

0

0

0

0

B-Fill

0

1

0

0

1

B-Slope

0

0

1

1

1

B-West Slope

0

0

0

0

0

B-Burials

0

0

0

0

0

B-Structures

0

0

0

0

0

C-All

0

0

0

0

0

D-Fill

0

0

0

0

0

D-Slope

0

1

0

0

0

D-Burials

0

0

0

0

0

D-Structures

0

0

0

0

0

E-Summit

0

0

0

0

0

E-Structure

0

0

0

0

0

E-Fill

0

0

0

0

0

E-Clay Slope

0

0

0

0

0

E-Fill Slope

0

0

0

0

0

F-Fill

0

0

0

0

0

F-Slope

1

0

0

0

0

F-Ash Slope

0

0

0

0

0

F-Burial

0

0

0

0

0

G1-Loam Fill

1

0

0

0

0

G1-Clay Slope

0

0

0

0

0

G1-Sand Fill

0

0

0

0

0

G-Clay Slope

0

0

0

0

0

G-Fill

0

0

0

0

0

G-Sand Slope

0

0

0

0

0

H-Summit

0

0

0

0

0

H-Fill

1

0

0

0

0

Dump

0

0

0

0

0
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Table B.3: DeArmond Mound Ceramic Distributions (Quartz)
Ceramic Types
Quartz
Provenience

Plain

Cord
Imp.

A-Slope

0

0

B-Summit

0

0

B-Fill

0

0

B-Slope

2

0

B-West Slope

0

0

B-Burials

0

0

B-Structures

0

0

C-All

0

0

D-Fill

0

1

D-Slope

0

0

D-Burials

0

0

D-Structures

0

0

E-Summit

0

0

E-Structure

0

0

E-Fill

0

0

E-Clay Slope

0

0

E-Fill Slope

0

0

F-Fill

0

0

F-Slope

1

1

F-Ash Slope

0

0

F-Burial

0

0

G1-Loam Fill

0

0

G1-Clay Slope

0

0

G1-Sand Fill

0

0

G-Clay Slope

0

0

G-Fill

0

0

G-Sand Slope

0

0

H-Summit

0

0

H-Fill

0

0

Dump

0

0
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Table B.4: DeArmond Mound Ceramic Distributions (Shell)
Ceramic Types
Shell
Provenience

Plain

Cord
Imp.

Textile
Imp.

Incise

Red
Film

Red-onBuff

Punct.

Fillet

Effigy

Comp.
Stamp

Neg.
Paint

A-Slope

116

7

2

6

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

B-Summit

295

39

13

3

3

1

0

5

1

1

0

B-Fill

295

79

20

7

1

0

2

4

1

0

1

B-Slope

4841

1872

391

111

35

23

20

114

29

5

3

B-West Slope

65

15

3

2

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

B-Burials

487

145

45

13

3

1

2

5

1

3

0

B-Structures

63

37

2

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

C-All

376

189

32

1

9

7

0

3

3

1

0

D-Fill

983

370

127

3

16

5

3

2

9

0

0

D-Slope

191

157

26

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

D-Burials

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

D-Structures

21

8

5

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

E-Summit

183

66

25

2

6

2

1

0

0

0

0

E-Structure

97

10

7

0

4

5

0

0

0

0

0

E-Fill

546

399

83

3

4

8

0

1

1

0

1

E-Clay Slope

1034

410

219

1

59

8

2

0

1

0

0

E-Fill Slope

82

34

16

1

7

7

0

3

0

0

0

F-Fill

180

109

19

1

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

F-Slope

505

344

98

6

32

13

2

5

7

0

0

F-Ash Slope

34

23

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

F-Burial

3

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

G1-Loam Fill

276

90

28

1

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

G1-Clay
Slope

144

22

20

0

11

4

0

0

1

0

0

G1-Sand Fill

103

32

8

0

5

3

0

0

1

0

0

G-Clay Slope

152

35

36

0

3

0

2

0

1

0

0

G-Fill

260

104

34

2

3

1

1

0

1

0

0

G-Sand
Slope

277

87

59

3

16

4

0

0

0

0

0

H-Summit

22

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H-Fill

118

40

11

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Dump

138

22

18

29

0

7

0

20

10

0

0
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